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ABSTRACT 
This dissertation studies the effect of two practical attributes of structural materials on 
ultrasonic inspection. The effects of the material microstructure of polycrystalline aluminum 
alloys on propagating ultrasonic waves and the effects of surface curvature and roughness on 
ultrasonic scattering and flaw detectability arc both addressed. 
The relationships between ultrasonic properties (velocity, attenuation, and backscattering) 
and the microstructure are studied both experimentally and theoretically for rolled aluminum 
samples with highly elongated grains. Attenuation measurements show a very small 
anisotropy, whereas backscattering measurements show a very high anisotropy. Existing 
theories and related extensions are able to explain these physical phenomena. Three 
approaches are proposed to simultaneously determine grain size and shape. Each approach 
gives reasonably accurate estimates of grain size and shape. 
Three existing models are used to study how cylindrical surfaces affect transducer 
radiation fields and signal-to-noise ratios through a flaw detection example: the Gauss-
Hermite beam model, the Born flaw signal model, and the microstructural response model. 
The beam model can explain the defocusing effect of cylindrical surfaces. The flaw signal 
model and the microstructural response model combine to yield estimates of signal-to-noise 
ratios and the minimum detectable inclusion sizes. 
Two time-domain theories that can predict ultrasonic backscattered noise due to a 
periodically rough entry surface in a pulse/echo immersion test are presented. The first is an 
exact result and the second is a computationally efficient engineering approximation. 
Experimental verifications of the theories are presented at both normal incidence and oblique 
incidence. The predictions are compared to experiment, with good agreement between the 
theory and the experiment being observed in most cases. Practical implications of the theory 
for ultrasonic flaw detection and materials characterization are also discussed. 
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GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
Ultrasound is extensively used in nondestructive flaw detection and material 
characterization. Among many factors that affect the performance of an ultrasonic 
nondestructive evaluation (NDE) system, material microstructure and surface geometry of 
the inspected part can have an important effect. These can cause additional scattering and 
attenuation, or dramatically change the beam pattern of a transducer. For example, the 
microstructure of a polycrystalline metal can backscatter energy and produce grain noise that 
can mask the signals reflected from small flaws in pulse/echo inspections. In addition, the 
backscattering can attenuate both the incident signal and the flaw signal and, consequently, 
can adversely affect flaw detection. However, the backscattering and the attenuation can also 
be used to advantage in material characterization, such as determination of grain size that 
influences mechanical properties (e.g., yield and tensile strength). 
As far as surface geometry is concerned, both surface curvature and roughness can have 
significant influences on an insonitying beam in some circumstances. For example, for a 
curved surface with small radii of curvature, the transmitted beam could be considerably 
defocused or focused, depending on whether the surface is convex or concave. As a result, 
signals from the same flaw could be weaker for the convex surface and stronger for the 
concave surface compared to flaw signals for a flat entry surface. This will affect flaw 
detectability. Of course, the effects will be different for different flaw depths. In addition, 
the surface curvature can also change the amplitudes of backscattered grain noise. This 
implies that an increase in the flaw signal does not necessarily mean an increase in the signal-
to-noise ratio. Surface roughness can also modify an incident beam and result in additional 
scattering besides the direct reflection from the surface. One important type of surface 
roughness is in the form of periodic grooves, commonly present on the unground surface of 
machined metallic parts, with peak-to-valley height ranging from a few micrometers to a few 
2 
hundred micrometers and periodicity often close to ultrasonic wavelengths used in NDE. 
Although the magnitude of the roughness might be small, it could still generate significant 
noise in flaw detection if constructive interference develops for the signals scattered by the 
individual grooves, a type of resonance phenomenon. 
A better understanding of these effects can help NDE professionals design better 
inspection systems and procedures. It is the goal of this work to study, both theoretically and 
experimentally, the interactions of ultrasound with material microstructure and surface 
geometry, and their implications to NDE. We attack the problem by dividing it into three 
sub-problems, i.e., the study on the effects of material microstructure on ultrasonic scattering, 
the study on the effects of curved surfaces on beam propagation and flaw detectability, and 
the study on the effects of periodically rough surfaces on ultrasonic backscattered noise. A 
closer look of individual sub-problems is given below. 
Effects of Material Microstructure on Ultrasonic Scattering 
Small crystallites (also called grains) in polycrystalline metals can scatter a propagating 
ultrasonic wave in various directions, leading to an attenuation of the beam and producing 
backscattered noise that can mask the signals reflected from small flaws in pulse/echo 
inspections. Attenuation and backscattering are thus important in studying the flaw 
detectability of a given material. Attenuation and backscattering are also fundamental 
properties of ultrasonic wave propagation in polycrystalline materials, and can be directly 
related to microstructure of the material. Hence, the study of the relationships between 
microstructure and ultrasonic attenuation and backscattering properties are foundations for 
understanding both flaw detection and material characterization. 
Ultrasonic attenuation of polycrystalline metals has been extensively studied, especially 
for single-phase materials. Papadakis provided a review of much of the early work [1], 
Important recent contributions include the work of Rokhlin [2], Hirsekorn [3], and Stanke 
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and Kino [4], The theory of Stanke and Kino is of particular interest, since it uses a two-
point correlation function to characterize microstructure and is claimed by the authors to be 
accurate for all frequencies, even for materials with texture and grain elongation. Stanke and 
Kino developed a general formalism and then applied it explicitly to the case of untextured 
materials having equiaxed grains. More recently, Ahmed and Thompson [5], and Panetta [6] 
have extended the theory to treat polycrystalline materials with texture and elongated grains. 
The theoretical calculations of attenuation in this study use their extended methods since we 
mainly deal with elongated grains. 
Backscattering is another ultrasonic quantity that is closely related to material 
microstructure. Previous work has been of two kinds. First, several researchers have 
developed the independent scattering model for predicting the rms noise, as influenced by the 
details of a measurement system in terms of a material property known as the backscattering 
coefficient [7-11]. They assumed single scattering and that the total scattered power would 
be equal to the sum of the power scattered by individual crystallites. This model can be used 
to deduce the backscattering coefficient from measured grain noise in pulse/echo inspections 
by providing a basis for removing the effects of measurement systems. Rose has also 
developed a formal theory for relating the backscattering coefficient of longitudinal waves to 
the microstructure, based on the assumptions of single scattering and the Born approximation 
[12-14], Given material and microstructural properties, in terms of density, single-crystal 
elastic constants, and the two-point correlation function of elastic constants, Rose's theory 
can calculate backscattering coefficients. Ahmed and Thompson have extended Rose's 
theory to treat single-phase polycrystalline materials with texture and elongated grains [15]. 
Han and Thompson have extended Rose's theory to treat duplex titanium alloys [16]. Rose's 
theory and related extensions will be used in this work to analyze backscattering of 
longitudinal waves. It is also desirable to extend the theory to calculate backscattering for 
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transverse waves since it can provide additional valuable information about the 
microstructure. 
In addition to their importance in flaw detection, ultrasonic attenuation and 
backscattering can also be used to characterize material microstructure. One of the important 
microstructural parameters is the grain size that influences mechanical properties such as 
yield and tensile strength. Grain size is usually determined from optical photomicrographs. 
Ultrasonic methods are advantageous since they are nondestructive and fast. Much work has 
been done in using ultrasonic attenuation and/or backscattering to determine grain size [17-
21], However, that work was primarily based on empirical correlations, and almost always 
assumed equi-axcd grains and used a single mean grain size to describe microstructural 
dimension. A more general approach, good for elongated grains, is highly desirable. Based 
on our studies of the relationships between attenuation and backscattering and elongated 
grain structure, we developed three approaches to simultaneously determine grain size and 
shape orientation. One was based on a simultaneous measurement of the attenuation and 
backscattering of waves propagating collinearly and the second was based on measuring 
longitudinal wave backscattering from three orthogonal directions. The third one was based 
on measuring longitudinal and transverse wave backscattering from a single surface. 
Effects of Curved Surfaces on Beam Propagation and Flaw Detectability 
In ultrasonic pulse/echo immersion inspection, the transducer beam transmits through the 
water-solid interface and is reflected back by flaws in the part, producing a flaw signal that 
can be used to find, locate, and size flaws. In many applications, for example, the monitoring 
of the cleanliness of steel billet and the detection of flaws in pipes, interfaces between water 
and parts are not flat, but rather curved. Curved surfaces can modify flaw signals, making 
the performance of an inspection process more difficult to predict and the inspection results 
more difficult to interpret. A solution to this problem is to use physics-based simulation tools 
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to design and assess the performance of inspections. In this work, we present a particular 
example, the use of models to aid in the characterization of the cleanliness of steel billet. 
To accurately predict the effects of curved surfaces on pulse/echo immersion inspection, 
it is necessary to have a set of models for the transducer radiation field, the flaw response 
signal, and the microstructure induced noise. Over the years, many fast and reasonably 
accurate models have been developed in a number of laboratories. For the transducer 
radiation field, the Gauss-Hermite beam model [22-26] produces good results for transducer 
radiation into liquids and for transmission of those fields through flat or curved liquid-solid 
interfaces. By taking advantage of the paraxial approximation, the model runs much faster, 
by many orders-of-magnitude, than other numerical methods [27, 28]. This "beam" model 
enables the transducer wave fields on the solids to be rapidly computed for a series of 
transducers and focal lengths as a part of the inspection design process. For the flaw 
response signal, a "flaw signal" model [29, 30] has been developed that uses a modified 
Born approximation and requires a numerical integration of the incident pressure field over 
the flaw volume. This model can predict time domain flaw signals that can be compared, on 
an absolute level, to actual measurements. As for the beam models, use of an appropriately 
selected approximation allows the code to run much faster than purely numerical methods 
such as the finite element method. For the microstructure-induced noise, a backscattered 
noise model [31, 32, 33, 34] has been developed that uses a single-scattering approximation 
and assumes that the observed RF noise is an incoherent summation of echoes from all 
insonified grains. The model can predict the backscattered grain noise level for a given 
inspection scenario in a computationally efficient manner. 
In this work we describe the use of these physics-based models of an ultrasonic 
pulse/echo inspection process to guide technique optimization for detecting inclusions 
through cylindrical surfaces in steel bar stock. Models are used for three purposes. The 
beam model is used to select transducer focal properties that will be minimally affected by 
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the cylindrical geometry of the billet surface, which acts to defocus the beam in a plane 
perpendicular to the billet axis. The flaw response model is used to predict the strength of 
echoes from undesirable inclusions that can lead to premature failure. The microstructural 
response model is used to predict backscattered grain noise levels for microstructures of a 
given type and grain size. The flaw response and noise predictions combine to yield 
estimates of the minimum detectable inclusion size. 
As an example of the integrated use of these tools, we discuss two competing immersion 
designs for a system to inspect 3-inch diameter cylindrical billet used for the manufacture of 
gears. One design uses a standard, spherically focused transducer; and the other uses a bi-
cylindrically focused transducer, designed to better inspect the zone where gear teeth will 
later be machined. We will assume that the inclusions are hypothetical "stringers" whose 
elongation direction is aligned with the billet axis. Our main goal is to estimate stringer 
detectability for both the standard and optimized transducers. 
Effects of Periodically Rough Surfaces on Ultrasonic Backscattering Noise 
In flaw detection with pulse/echo immersion inspections, surface roughness induced 
noise can obscure the signals from flaws, particularly when they are close to the surface. 
Therefore, the noise places a fundamental limitation on the ability to detect flaws, as 
quantified by the Probability of Detection (POD). In materials characterization studies, noise 
backscattered from microstructure can be used to characterize microstructure. Roughness 
induced noise can also interfere with this ability. Compared to randomly rough surfaces, 
periodically rough surfaces could generate far more severe noise if constructive interference 
occurs as the incident wave is scattered by the periodic structure. 
It is highly desirable to have theoretical models that can be used to predict time-domain 
noise induced by periodic roughness and help avoid or control the noise in industrial 
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nondestructive testing. It is the goal of this work to develop such models and make them a 
useful engineering tool. 
The models presented in this work are based on the scattering of an ultrasonic plane wave 
by a liquid-solid interface with periodic roughness. This has been the topic of extensive past 
study motivated by the question of how backscattered ultrasonic noise limits various 
nondestructive evaluation measurements. Lord Rayleigh initiated the study of scattering of 
plane waves from a periodically rough interface [35]. He examined this problem by 
postulating the scattered field to be an infinite sum over out-going plane waves scattered into 
discrete angles as given by the diffraction grating equation, everywhere on and above the 
surface, even within the grooves. This has become known as the Rayleigh hypothesis. Since 
then many analytical approaches have been given and the validity of the Rayleigh hypothesis 
has been questioned and investigated. 
The scattering of ultrasonic plane waves by a periodically rough, fluid-solid surface has 
previously been examined by Chuang and Johnson [36] using Waterman's method involving 
the extended boundary conditions [37]. Claeys et al. [38] treated the same problem by 
equating the Fourier coefficients of periodic boundary conditions, thereby generating a 
system of simultaneous linear equations. The scattering of a finite beam of elastic waves 
from a traction-free solid-air boundary of periodic profile has been investigated by Roberts at 
al, [39] in the frequency domain. 
An important phenomenon that has been observed in elastic wave scattering from 
periodic surfaces is the existence of sharp minima in the spectra of the scattered waves 
[40,41], These minima have been interpreted as being the consequence of bulk to surface 
wave mode conversions at the periodic boundaries. In an ultrasonic pulse/echo immersion 
test, these mode-converted surface waves reradiate as bulk waves back to the transducer and 
cause a decaying tail signal following the signal directly reflected from the interface. In 
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ultrasonic NDE, these tail signals act as backscattered noise and can adversely affect 
inspection results. 
In the present work, two models are established to predict backscattered noise by a 
periodic fluid-solid surface in an ultrasonic pulse/echo immersion test where a finite beam is 
incident on the interface, as distinct from the plane wave incidence case previously treated. 
The first model is an exact result and the second is a computationally efficient, engineering 
approximation. 
Dissertation Organization 
This dissertation consists of the present general introduction, followed by three main 
chapters and a general conclusion. Each of the three main chapters will be submitted for 
publication. 
Chapter 1 is on the effects of material microstructure on ultrasonic scattering. It will be 
submitted to the Journal of Nondestructive Evaluation. The relationships between ultrasonic 
attenuation/backscattering and material microstructure, in terms of grain size and shape, are 
studied both experimentally and theoretically for rolled aluminum samples with highly 
elongated grains. Three techniques are proposed to simultaneously determine grain size and 
shape, based on a measurement of the attenuation and/or backscattering. 
Chapter 2 is on the effects of curved surfaces on beam propagation and flaw detectability. 
It will be submitted for publication in Material Evaluation. In this chapter, physics-based 
ultrasonic models are used to guide technique optimization for detecting inclusions in steel 
bar stock through cylindrical surfaces which act to defocus the transducer beam and possibly 
reduce flaw detectability. Three models are discussed: a beam model, a flaw signal model, 
and a microstructural noise model. An example of integrated use of these models is 
presented. 
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Chapter 3 is on the effects of periodically rough surfaces on ultrasonic backscattering 
noise. It will be submitted to the Journal of the Acoustical Society of America. This chapter 
presents two time-domain theories that can predict ultrasonic backscattered noise due to a 
periodically rough entry surface in a pulse/echo immersion test. The first model is a two-
dimensional, exact result. The second is a computationally efficient engineering 
approximation. Experimental verifications of the theories are also presented, along with 
practical implications of the theory for ultrasonic flaw detection and materials 
characterization. 
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CHAPTER L MICROSTRUCTURAL CHARACTERIZATION OF 
POLYCRYSTALLINE METALS USING ULTRASONIC VELOCITY, 
ATTENUATION, AND BACKSCATTERED GRAIN NOISE 
A paper to be submitted to the Journal of Nondestructive Evaluation 
Y. Guo, F. J. Margetan, and R. B. Thompson 
Center for Nondestructive Evaluation, Iowa State University 
Ames, IA 50011 
M. Warchol 
Alcoa Aerospace, Commercial Rolled Products, Plate Mill 
P. O. Box 3567, Davenport, IA 52808 
Abstract. Ultrasonic velocity, attenuation, and backscattering are closely related to microstructure of 
a polycrystalline metal. The velocity carries information about the texture. The attenuation and 
backscattering are controlled by grain size and shape, among other microstructural parameters. The 
relationships between these ultrasonic properties and the microstructure are studied both 
experimentally and theoretically for rolled aluminum samples with highly elongated grains. Existing 
theories and related extensions are able to explain some important physical phenomena observed 
experimentally. Based on the success of the theoretical models, three approaches are proposed to 
simultaneously determine grain size and shape. One is based on a measurement of the attenuation 
and backscattering for waves propagating col linearly in a sample with parallel surfaces. The second 
is based on measuring longitudinal backscattering from three orthogonal directions. The third is 
based on backscattering measurements for multiple waves excited from a single surface. Each 
approach gave reasonably accurate estimates of grain size and shape. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Polycrystalline metals consist of numerous crystallites (nominally single crystals) joined 
at their surfaces. The crystallites are also called grains and the interfaces are known as grain 
boundaries. The crystallographic axes of grains could orient randomly or with preferred 
orientations. In both cases, material properties, such as elastic constants in a given direction, 
could be slightly different from grain to grain, leading to variations in the velocity of sound. 
Ultrasonic waves propagating in such metals scatter from grains in various directions, 
leading to an attenuation of the beam and producing backscattered noises that can mask the 
signals reflected from small flaws in pulse/echo inspections. Attenuation and backscattering 
are fundamental properties of ultrasonic wave propagation in polycrystalline materials, and 
can be directly related to the microstructure of the material. The initial motivation for the 
present work came from the concern that ultrasonic attenuation of calibration and reference 
standards used in nondestructive testing might have changed with time of manufacture due to 
changes of microstructure of the materials used to fabricate the standards, a consequence of 
the evolution of the metallurgical processing procedures used to produce the materials. In 
flaw sizing, this could cause problems in using signals from the calibration standards as 
references against which flaw signals would be compared. Both experimental and theoretical 
studies were performed to address the concerns. 
Ultrasonic attenuation of polycrystalline metals has been extensively studied, especially 
for single-phase materials. Papadakis provided a review of much of the early work [1], 
Important recent contributions include the work of Rokhlin [2], Hirsekorn [3], and Stanke 
and Kino [4], The theory of Stanke and Kino is of particular interest, since it uses a two-
point correlation function to characterize microstructure and is claimed by the authors to be 
accurate for all frequencies, even for materials with texture and grain elongation. Stanke and 
kino developed a general formalism and then applied it explicitly to the case of untextured 
materials having equiaxed grains. More recently, Ahmed and Thompson [5], and Panetta [6] 
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have extended the theory to treat polycrystalline materials with texture and elongated grains. 
The attenuation calculations in this study use their extended methods. 
The present work goes beyond the study of ultrasonic attenuation. Additional studies of 
ultrasonic velocity and backscattering were also performed in order to gain insight into some 
unexpected relationships between the attenuation and microstructure. 
Ultrasonic velocity carries information about the texture of polycrystalline aggregates. 
The relationships between the ultrasonic velocities and the texture parameters, in terms of 
orientation distribution coefficients, have been derived by some researchers for cubic and 
hexagonal materials [7-10]. The relationships for cubic materials will be used to analyze 
texture for samples studied in this work. 
Backscattering is another ultrasonic quantity that is closely related to material 
microstructure. Previous work has been of two kinds. First, several researchers have 
developed the independent scattering model for predicting the rms noise, as influenced by the 
details of a measurement system, in terms of a material property known as the backscattering 
coefficient [11-15]. They assumed single scattering and that the total scattered power would 
be equal to the sum of the power scattered by individual crystallites. This model can be used 
to deduce the backscattering coefficient from measured grain noise in pulse/echo inspections 
by providing a basis for removing the effects of measurement systems. Second, Rose has 
developed a formal theory for relating the backscattering coefficient of longitudinal waves to 
the microstructure, based on the assumptions of single scattering and the Born approximation 
[16-18]. Given material and microstructural properties, in terms of density, single-crystal 
elastic constants, and the two-point correlation function of elastic constants, Rose's theory 
can calculate backscattering coefficients. Ahmed and Thompson have extended Rose's 
theory to treat single-phase polycrystalline materials with texture and elongated grains [19]. 
Han and Thompson have extended Rose's theory to treat duplex titanium alloys [20]. Rose's 
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theory and related extensions will be used in this work to analyze backscattering. We have 
also extended the theory to calculate backscattering for transverse waves. 
Ultrasonic velocity, attenuation, and backscattering can be used to characterize material 
microstructure. One of important microstructural parameters is the grain size that influences 
mechanical properties such as yield and tensile strength. Grain size is usually determined 
from optical photomicrographs. Ultrasonic methods are advantageous since they are 
nondestructive and fast. Much work has been done in using ultrasonic attenuation and/or 
backscattering to determine grain size [21-25J. Most previous work was based on empirical 
correlations, and almost all assumed equi-axed grains and used a single mean grain size to 
describe microstructural dimension, ignoring possible grain elongation. Based on our studies 
of the relationships between attenuation and backscattering and elongated grain structure, we 
developed three approaches to simultaneously determine grain size and shape orientation. 
One was based on a simultaneous measurement of the attenuation and backscattering of 
waves propagating collinearly and the second was based on measuring longitudinal wave 
backscattering from three orthogonal directions. The third one was based on measuring 
longitudinal and transverse wave backscattering from a single surface. 
The paper begins with a brief description of the samples used in this work. The results of 
measurements of velocity, attenuation, and backscattering measurements are then presented. 
The approaches to theoretical predictions of these quantities as influenced by microstructural 
parameters are explained and the results of texture, attenuation, and backscattering 
calculations are given. Finally, we propose three techniques to simultaneously determine 




Four samples of aluminum alloys were studied. Samples T1 and T2 were cut from the 
rolled rod material used to produce ASTM standard E-127 calibration blocks by Alcoa and 
ATS, respectively. Samples T3 and T4 were taken from rolled production plate made from 
7475 and C171 aluminum, respectively, as intended for use in aerospace structures. In each 
case, the material was machined into an approximately cubic shape, with sides on the order 
of 3.6 cm (1.4 inches) in length. For the rolled rod, the 3-direction was chosen to coincide 
with the rod axis. For the rolled plate, the I, 2, and 3 axes were respectively chosen to 
coincide with the rolling direction (RD), transverse direction (TD), and normal direction 
(ND). 
Metallographic micrographs were taken for three orthogonal faces of all four samples. 
The region used to make the micrographs was positioned close a surface normal to the 2-axis 
for all four cubes. Grain boundaries were traced onto a transparent film placed over the 
micrograph. The image on the film was digitized, resulting a digital image of the grain 
boundaries. Figure 1 presents the grain-boundary images of samples T1 and T3. As 
expected from the processing history, the grains of T1 were approximately prolate spheroids 
("cigar-shaped"), elongated along the rod-rolling direction. Those of T3 were approximately 
oblate spheroids ("pancake-shaped"), elongated in the rolling and transverse directions. The 
microstructures of T2 and T4 were qualitatively similar to those of T1 and T3, respectively. 
The mean grain sizes in each of the directions were measured using a generalization of 
the intercept method [26] applied to micrographs such as those shown in Figure 1. The mean 
grain sizes were measured in terms of two-point correlation function P(s), the probability that 
two points, separated by a distance s, are in the same grain. P(s) is independent of direction 
for equiaxed grains and dependent of direction for elongated grains. It has been our 
experience that P(s) is generally close to an exponential function of the form P(s) = es/b, 
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Figure 1. Grain boundary images, (a) Specimen T1 (rolled rod material), (b) Specimen T3 (rolled 
plate material). 
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consistent with the functional form postulated by Stanke [36]. The parameter, b, with 
dimensions of length, is the correlation distance, equal to one-half the effective average 
linear dimensions of the grains, and serves as an estimate of the mean grain radius [4], 
Specially, it is a measure of the mean length of line segments passing through one grain with 
their end points on grain boundaries. We will call b mean grain radius thereafter. For our 
samples, P(s) data were obtained by analyzing the grain-boundary images with a computer 
program. An exponential fit was then performed to find the mean grain radius b. For 
samples with ellipsoidal grains, the grain radii in three orthogonal directions are generally 
unequal. A more detailed discussion for ellipsoidal grains is given in the paragraph that 
appears leading to Equation (14). The results for the samples Tl, T2, T3 and T4 are 
presented in Table 1. 
Velocity Measurements 
The velocities of the longitudinal wave and two transverse waves of orthogonal 
polarizations, propagating perpendicular to each face of each cube, were measured. For the 
longitudinal wave, a 10 MHz, 0.635 cm (0.25 inch) diameter planar transducer was used in an 
immersion configuration, with the times of zero-crossings monitored to determine the delay 
between back wall echoes. The velocity was calculated from the average of the round trip 
times inferred from the first and second back wall echoes and from the first and third back 
Table 1. Mean grain radius (jum). 
Sample 1-axis 2-axis 3-axis 
Tl 52 45 539 
T2 35 17 420 
T3 170 60 17 
T4 183 65 12 
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wall echoes. Transverse wave velocity measurements were made with 2.25 MHz, 1.27 cm 
diameter transducers, coupled to the part with honey. "Fast" and "slow" back wall echoes 
were peaked by rotating the probe. These generally had the expected polarizations, parallel 
to one of the major axes of the specimen. The velocity of each was inferred from the relative 
time of arrival of the first and second echoes using the zero-crossing technique. 
Table 2 presents the results for each of the samples. One would expect Vy = V}; based on 
the assumed transverse isotropy for samples Tl and T2 and orthotopic symmetry of samples 
T3 and T4. This condition is reasonably well satisfied by the data, as can be seen by 
comparing the differences in such quantities, e.g., Vn - V21, to the differences between 
velocities not expected to be equal, e.g., Vn, Vu, and V23. The directional dependencies of 
the longitudinal and shear velocities are plotted in Figure 2. There the measured values of 
V32 and V23 were averaged to provide the entry for V23, etc.. 
For specimens Tl and T2, transverse isotropy would imply Vu = V22 and V31 = V32. This 
is approximately the case, as can be seen by examining Figure 2. Indeed, there is little 
apparent anisotropy, since V33 and V12 are respectively very close to these values as well. 
The maximum anisotropy observed was 0.5%. Hence the texture appears quite weak. For 
specimens T3 and T4, there is a significant anisotropy, on the order of 0.6% - 0.7% for 
longitudinal waves and 1.8% - 1.9% for transverse waves. Figure 3 presents graphs of the 
corresponding velocity anisotropy for the ideal textures that are classically found in rolled 
aluminum plate, designated Cu, S, and Br [27]. It is seen that the form of the measured 
anisotropy in samples T3 and T4 is very similar to that of the Br texture, with the velocity 
anisotropy comparable for longitudinal waves and somewhat less for transverse waves than 
that for the ideal Br texture (0.7% for longitudinal waves and 3.5% for transverse waves). 
We conclude that a strong rolling texture has been developed in these plates with a 
significant "brass" component. Since V33 < Vn and V12 < V32, there would also appear to be 
some S, or maybe Cu, component. 
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Table 2. Measured velocities in each sample (cm//#) 
Tl 
Vu 1 2 3 
1 0.6262 0.3088 0.3094 
2 0.3088 0.6262 0.3092 
3 0.3101 0.3104 0.6257 
T2 
Vu 1 2 3 
1 0.6272 0.3093 0.3093 
2 0.3092 0.6267 0.3099 
3 0.3092 0.3101 0.6263 
T3 
Vu 1 2 3 
1 0.6299 0.3042 0.3091 
2 0.3045 0.6315 0.3059 
3 0.3105 0.3077 0.6268 
T4 
Vu 1 2 3 
1 0.6372 0.3101 0.3144 
2 0.3100 0.6348 0.3123 
3 0.3156 0.3136 0.6346 
i: propagation direction (row label) 
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Figure 2. Directional dependence of longitudinal and shear velocities in each specimen. Velocities 
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Figure 3. Directional dependence of longitudinal and shear velocities of pure aluminum for 
ideal rolling texture, in cm/jus. 
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Attenuation Measurements 
Attenuation is measured by an attenuation coefficient Of that is expressed in terms of the 
amplitude A of sound after traversing a distance z through a material: 
where A0 is the initial amplitude at z = 0. The units of a are nepers per unit distance. 
The attenuation of longitudinal waves has been measured in each direction in each 
sample. The immersion technique is illustrated in Figure 4. Using the same transducer 
employed in the longitudinal velocity measurements, the attenuation was inferred by 
comparing the Fourier spectra of the first back wall echoes of the sample of interest and a 
fused quartz (FQ) reference block whose attenuation is assumed to be negligible. The 
spectra of the first back wall echoes are given by the following equation 
where <yis the angular frequency, J3(ÛJ) is the transducer efficiency factor, TOI, RW, and T,„ 
are the plane wave transmission coefficient from medium 0 (water) to medium 1 (aluminum 
A = Aqg-* (la) 
(lb) 
II FQ| All 
Figure 4. Experimental configuration for attenuation measurement. A water path of 10 cm was used. 
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or fused quartz), the plane wave reflection coefficient when the wave is incident from the 
medium 1, and the plane wave transmission coefficient from medium 1 to medium 0, 
respectively, D(co) is the diffraction correction, z is the thickness of the samples or the 
reference block. The reference block has thickness of 2.54 cm. A water path of 10 cm was 
used for all measurements, including those for the reference block. The equivalent water 
paths (defined as the real water path plus the path length in the solid multiplied by the ratio of 
the longitudinal speed of the solid and the sound speed of water) were generally unequal for 
the samples and the reference block, giving rise to different beam diffractions. Effects of 
diffraction on the resulting signals, associated with the difference in path length, were 
accounted for using the Lommel diffraction corrections for an ideal piston transducer [28]. A 
2.5 x 2.5 cm area of the sample was scanned in 0.127 cm (0.05") increments and attenuation 
measurements were made at each scan point. In subsequent plots, both means and standard 
de viations of the data will be reported. For the 10 MHz broadband transducer used in the 
measurements, the spectral strength between 5 and 17 MHz was at least 20 dB higher than 
noise and the deduced attenuation values were most reproducible within that frequency 
range. 
Figure 5 presents the results of the mean of the attenuation coefficients for each direction 
on each sample. Two aspects of this data are of particular interest. First, there is a 
significant difference in the attenuations observed on the individual samples. This is not 
surprising, given the differences in the grain sizes evident in Table 1. However, it does 
indicate a possible problem in using signals from the calibration standards as references 
against which flaw signals would be compared. For example, at 15 MHz, the attenuation in 
samples Tl and T4 are respectively about 0.05 and 0.02 neperlcm (0.43 and 0.17 dB/cm). In 
a round trip to and from a flaw at a 5.08 cm depth, the difference would be 2.6 dB. Using a 
calibration block of T1 material, a flaw in the production plate T4 would be interpreted as 










































Figure 5. Mean attenuation coefficients observed in each sample, (a) Sample Tl. (b) Sample T2. (c) 
Sample T3. (d) Sample T4. 
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area would be overestimated by 35%, an error which would increase with travel path. Hence, 
correction for relative attenuation is an important ingredient in the use of E-127 blocks, or 
any other blocks containing a known reflector, as reference standards. 
The second aspect of the data is that there is virtually no anisotropy in the attenuations 
measured for samples Tl, T2, and T4, and only a modest anisotropy in sample T3. The 
authors found this somewhat surprising, given the significant elongation of the grains as 
reported in Table 1. It is often argued that attenuation is controlled by scattering for 
polycrystalline aggregates, and it is intuitively appealing to believe that scattering is the 
greatest when the wave propagates in the direction for which the grains present the largest 
cross-section to the beam. In samples Tl and T2, this argument would suggest that 
attenuation is greatest for waves propagating in the 1- and 2-directions. In samples T3 and 
T4, it would suggest attenuation is the greatest for waves propagating in the 3-directions. 
The data on the only sample exhibiting anisotropy, T3, show just the opposite behavior! 
Figure 6 replots the data on sample Tl and T3, providing individual curves for the mean 
attenuation in each direction along with error bars indicating the standard deviation. It is 
striking to note that the uncertainties are much greater for waves propagating in the grain-
elongation directions (3-axis for T1, RD and TD for T3) that for the other directions, a 
consequence of significant fluctuations in the back wall signal as the transducer is scanned in 
the former two cases. The similarity of these observations to those reported for titanium 
alloys with elongated macrograins [29] suggests that phase distortion is making a significant 
contribution to the attenuation of waves propagating in the grain-elongation directions. 
Backscattering Measurements 
Motivated by this weak anisotropy in the attenuation, measurements were also made to 
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Figure 6. Mean and standard deviation of attenuation in samples Tl and T3 for three propagation 
directions. 
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The experimental procedure, which has been described elsewhere [13], involved gathering 
several hundred r.f. grain noise waveforms with a focused probe being scanned over the 
sample of interest. In the analysis of this data, it is necessary to relate the data to a material 
property, independent of the measurement system. It is first assumed that the noise signal is 
an incoherent sum of the signals scattered by individual grains [11,12]. The signal produced 
by scattering from a single grain, as influenced by the measurement system, is assumed to be 
described by the Thompson-Gray measurement model [30] and the Born approximation. For 
a collection of grains, the quantity, rmvi{co), called the root-mean-squared (rms) noise, is used 
to describe the total noise magnitude in the frequency domain. rrms is defined as 
where rnoise(câ) denotes the Fourier component of the measured noise signal at a transducer 
location at angular frequency co on the finite time interval indicated above, o denotes the 
average over many transducer scanning positions (or grain ensembles). The time domain 
echoes within the time interval are regarded as resulting from the backscattering of sound by 
all grains located in a corresponding volume R of the specimen. rrms is related to the 
microstructure and the measurement geometry by [13] 
(2) 
M = M  
GXp( 2(X0Z0s 
exp(- 4ar, ^ ; 
R (3) 
Here n is the number of grains per unit volume and Arms is the root-mean-square average far-
field scattering amplitude of a single grain. The frequency-dependent product nmArms is 
defined to be the specimen's "Figure-of-Merit" (FOM) which is a measure of the noise 
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generating capacity of the microstructure. The FOM is equal to the square root of the 
widely-used grain-noise backscattering coefficient r] [34]. The relationship of this quantity 
to the microstructure will be discussed more completely in a later section. The transducer 
efficiency factor fî{(û) can be obtained from a reference measurement, for example, a back 
wall echo from a fused quartz reference block. Subscripts 0 and 1 refer to water and metal 
respectively. %os is the inspection water path. Toi is the plane wave transmission coefficient 
at the water/solid interface. C, which accounts for beam diffraction, describes the incident 
ultrasonic displacement field in the metal, p, v, a, and k denote density, longitudinal wave 
speed, attenuation coefficient, and wave number, respectively. ax and ay are the radii of the 
elliptical piezoelectric element of the transducer in the two lateral directions. The FOM can 
be deduced from Eq. (3) by experimentally determining rnm(û)) and then using models of the 
measurement process to remove the influence of the other factors. 
A 15 MHz broadband focused probe, having a diameter of 1.27 cm and a geometrical 
focal length of 9.65 cm, was used to measure FOM for the aluminum samples. The water 
paths were chosen so that the sound beam focused midway between the front surface and the 
back surface of each sample. Figure 7 presents the results of the FOM measurements for 
longitudinal waves propagating in each direction on each sample. These are seen to show a 
large anisotropy, and the backscattering is the greatest when the wave propagates in the 
direction for which the grains present the largest cross-section to the beam. This result 
reinforces the previously expressed idea that something other than backscattering, e.g., phase 
distortion, is making a significant contribution to the attenuation data. It should be pointed 
out that the spikes on the FOM curves near 8 MHz arc not due to grain noise. They are due 
to the scattering from the periodic grooves on the entry surfaces. These grooves are 
produced by the machining, and the effects of this periodic surface roughness on 
backscattered noise has been systematically studied by the authors and the results are 























































Figure 7. Measurements of backscattered noise FOM of longitudinal waves as a function of 
propagation direction, (a) Sample Tl. (b) Sample T2. (c) Sample T3. (d) Sample T4. A 15 MHz 
broadband focused transducer was used. 
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Backscattering of transverse waves was also measured. This was done by illuminating 
the sample at oblique incidence in an angle larger than the first critical angle. The incident 
angle was chosen to produce a 45-degree shear wave in the sample of interest. The 
transducer used is the same one used for measuring the backscattering of longitudinal waves. 
The water path was chosen to approximately focus the sound beam at 1 cm from the entry 
point along the axis of the beam in the plane perpendicular to the entry plane. Two directions 
were studied. One direction, which will be called the 4-axis, was inclined at 45 degrees 
between the 1-axis and the 2-axis, as shown in Figure 8. The other direction, named the 5-
axis, was inclined at 45 degrees between the 2-axis and the 3-axis. Figure 9 presents the 
results of the measured FOM of shear waves for these two directions on each sample. These 
also show a large anisotropy. The effects of grain shape on backscattering of shear waves are 
seen to be similar to that for longitudinal waves, i.e., the backscattering is the greatest when 
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Figure 9. Measurements of backscattered noise FOM of transverse waves as a function of propagation 
direction, (a) Sample Tl. (b) Sample T2. (c) Sample T3. (d) Sample T4. A 15 MHz broadband 




Sayers has derived the relationships between the ultrasonic velocities and the texture 
parameters in a polycrystalline aggregate of cubic crystallites with orthotopic symmetry, in 
terms of orientation distribution coefficients (ODC's) W400, W420, and W440 [7]. The ODC's 
are the coefficients of an expansion of the orientation distribution function in terms of 
spherical harmonics. The formulas, taken from Sayers's paper, are 
-cn-2c l-AVâr 
5 35 
VKtoo VÏOW420 + — VTÔW440 I 
P^22 - ^11 "2c 
^ ^ / 2 2 
— - — -JlTT2 W400 + — VÏ0vi'420 + — V7ÔW440 
5 35 V 3 3 
(4) 
(5) 
^3 - -2c (6) 
- C44+c — - \ / 2 ; r 2  
5 35 
(7) 
^3 = = C44 + c 
5 35 ^400 :
w420 (8) 
= C44 +, 5 ^  - V7ÔW440) (9) 
where c = t) 1 -q 2  ~ 21:44, en, cu, and C44 are single-crystal elastic constants. The 
subscripts 1, 2, 3 in the velocities refer to the 1-axis, 2-axis. and 3-axis, respectively, of a 
coordinate system fixed in the polycrystal. The first subscript defines the propagation 
direction and the second subscript defines the polarization direction, p is the solid density. 
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For our aluminum samples, we used p = 2760 kg/m3, c,, = 103.4 GPa, cn = 57.1 GPa, 
and C44 = 28.6 GPa. We choose W400, W420, and W440 to give the best fit of Eqs. (4) - (9) to the 
measured velocities given in Table 2, i.e., find a set of W400, W420, and W440 that minimize the 
following error function 
3 3 
/(^400'^420'^440) = E E 
i-lj=l 
(10) 
where Vtj are measured velocities. 
The calculated ODCs are given in Table 3 for the aluminum samples. Compared to 
Table 4, where six ideal pure aluminum texture components are listed, we can see that a 
strong rolling texture has been developed in rolled plate samples T3 and T4 with a significant 
"Br" component. This confirms our earlier statement from qualitative comparisons of the 
velocities. A weaker rolling texture has been developed in rolled rod samples Tl and T2 
with a possible "Cu" component. 
The ODC's of polycrystalline aluminum can be assumed to be a simple average of ideal 
pure aluminum texture components, weighted by the volume fraction of each. Let a be the 
"Gross" volume fraction, b be the "Cube" volume fraction, c be the "Cu" volume fraction, d 
be the "S" volume fraction, e be the "Br" volume fraction,/be the "Random" volume 
Table 3. Calculated ODCs for the samples Tl, T2, T3, and T4 (103) 
Sample W400 W420 W440 
Tl -2.2 1.2 -1.2 
T2 -2.9 0.9 -3.0 
T3 -4.8 -2.5 -8.9 
T4 -21.0 -8.6 -14.6 
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Table 4. Ideal pure aluminum texture components (K)"3) 
Texture W400 W420 W440 Type of texture 
Gross {110} <00 > -7.7 -24.4 13.4 Recrystallization 
Cube{100}<001> 30.9 0.0 18.5 Recrystallization 
Cu{112}<lll> -7.7 8.1 -10.8 Rolling 
S{123}<634> -7.7 -0.3 -8.9 Rolling 
Br{110}<112> -7.7 -8.1 -10.8 Rolling 
Random 0.0 0.0 0.0 Random 
fraction, then we have 
a  +  b  +  c  +  d  +  e  +  f  -  1 ,  ( l i a )  
= a x (-7.7) + 6x 30.9 + c x (-7.7) W x (-7.7) + gx (-7.7), (lib) 
W42o = cix(—24.4) + bx0.0 + cx8.1 + dx (—0.3) + ex(—8.1), (11c) 
W440 = a x (13.4) + b xl8.5 + c x (—10.8) + d x (—8.9) + ex (—10.8), (1 Id) 
0 < a < 1; 0^6^ 1; 0 < c < 1; 0 S (f < 1; 0 < g < 1; 0</<l. (He) 
We used Mathcad (a commercial mathematic software) to find a set of a ,  b ,  c ,  d ,  e , f  that 
come closest to satisfying the above equations and inequalities. Mathcad uses a linear 
programming method, i.e., a simplex method with branch/bound techniques. The results for 
the samples Tl, T2, T3, and T4 are given in Table 5. T3 and T4 have a significant "Br" 
component. Tl and T2 have a significant "Cu" component. This further confirms our earlier 
statements from qualitative comparisons of the velocities and the ODC's. 
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Table 5. Volume fractions of ideal texture components for the samples Tl, T2, T3, and T4 
Tl T2 T3 T4 
a (Gross) 0 0.172 0 0.26 
6 (Cube) 0.022 0.124 0.075 -0.345 
c(Cu) 0.148 0.666 0.308 0.403 
d(S) 0 0 0 0 
e (Br) 0 0.038 0.617 0.681 
/(Random) 0.83 0 0 0 
Attenuation 
Ultrasonic attenuation in polycrystalline aggregates is governed by scattering, absorption, 
and other mechanisms. Energy loss due to grain scattering usually dominates the attenuation 
of an ultrasonic wave propagating in a polycrystalline metal, such as an aluminum alloy. 
Therefore, we will only consider scattering and neglect other mechanisms in this study. 
A wealth of literature exists pertaining to the study of scattering contributions to 
attenuation and a detailed review of various theories can be found in [4]. In the same paper, 
Stanke and Kino presented a unified theory for elastic wave propagation in polycrystalline 
materials. This theory is stated to be applicable for any material whose single-crystal 
anisotropy is not too large, regardless of frequency, texture, grain elongation, or multiple 
scattering. However, the general equations were only solved for untextured polycrystals 
having equiaxed grains. More recently, Ahmed and Thompson [5], and Panetta and 
Thompson [6] have extended the theory to treat polycrystalline materials with texture and 
elongated grains. The attenuation calculations in this paper use their extended methods based 
on the model of Stanke and Kino. 
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The attenuation is obtained by calculating the expected propagation constants of a 
longitudinal wave in polycrystalline media. The propagation constants are calculated by 
solving the stochastic wave equation within the context of the second order Keller 
approximation. The stochastic wave equation can be rewritten in the form of a generalized 
Christoffel equation [32] 
2 
rik ~ P —° ik w & = 0  ( 1 2 )  
where the Christoffel tensor is a frequency dependent quantity. For texture free medium 
it is given by 
ra = + e^SC^SC^ ) Igv (*(*>""' L * j*A (!3) 
where is the average elastic stiffness tensor of the untextured medium (Voigt average), 
t:SCf!ki (r) = Cfm (r) - C°jkl is the perturbation of the elastic stiffness in a particular member of 
the ensemble from the average value, (L) denotes an ensemble average, G^,(s) is the 
Green's function of the isotropic medium, and P(s) is probability that two points, separated 
by a distance s, fall in the same crystallite. It describes the average shape of the ellipsoidal 
grains and is assumed to have the form [6] 
f(f) = g ^ ^  (14) 
where sx, sy, sz are the components of 5 in x, y ,  and z directions respectively, a ,  b ,  and c  are 
the mean radii of the grains in x, y, and z directions respectively. Equation (13) is written 
with the Einstein convention for summations and the comma notation for differentiation. For 
the samples Tl , T2, T3, and T4, the values of a, b, and c are given in Table 1, assuming 1-
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axis, 2-axis, and 3-axis are in x, y, and z directions respectively. Those values were obtained 
by analyzing grain micrographs taken from three orthogonal planes, i.e., the 1-2 plane, the 2-
3 plane, and the 3-1 plane, of each sample. For each micrograph, two orthogonal directions 
(e.g., the 1-axis and the 2-axis for the 1-2 plane) were analyzed by a computer program [26] 
to give mean grain radii in those two directions. The grain radius in a given direction was 
obtained from two micrographs, and the number in Table 1 is the average of two. 
For cubic-class crystals, the expressions for C°kl and (dCijafi^ySkl ) can be found in 
[4], They use the single crystal elastic constants en, cn, and cu, whose values have been 
given earlier. The texture was neglected. 
The attenuation coefficients of L-waves were calculated in each direction in each sample 
[33]. The results are presented in Figure 10. The experimental results are also given in the 
same figure for comparison. The overall agreement between theory and experiment is good, 
with the only exception being an offset for sample Tl. Consistent with the unexpectedly 
small value of the measured anisotropy, the anisotropy of the attenuation is also small for the 
theoretical results. 
Backscattering of Longitudinal Waves 
Backscattering is characterized by the backscattering coefficient tj(o)), which is defined 
as the differential scattering cross section per unit volume in the backscattered direction [34]. 
Rose [16-18] has developed a formally rigorous stochastic theory for calculating T](co) for 
polycrystalline media, based on the assumptions of single scattering and the Bom 
approximation. He derived an explicit expression relating the backscattering coefficient to 
the material microstructure, in terms of the two-point correlation of elastic constant 
perturbations, (SC^/ {r)SCpqrs {r'Jj, the same quantity that was used by Stanke and Kino [4] 
to describe the microstructure in the development of their unified theory for attenuation. 
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Figure 10. Comparison of theory and experiment for L-wave attenuation coefficients in each sample, 
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Figure 10. (continued) 
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grains, but he only gave final expression for randomly oriented, equiaxed grains. Ahmed and 
Thompson have extended Rose's theory to treat polycrystalline materials with texture and 
elongated grains [19], and Han and Thompson have done likewise for duplex microstructures 
in a form that includes the elongated grain case as a special limit [20]. 
Assuming that the wave propagates in the 3-axis, Rose's general expression for î]{aj) can 
be rewritten as [19] 
where v/ is the L-wave speed, Q is the volume of integration, <^3333 is the deviation of the 
elastic constant tensor in a particular grain from the ensemble average, and the notation <> 
denotes an average of all orientations of a single crystallite (grain). The orientations are 
assumed to be random (no texture). For cubic crystallites, Rose has derived the average 
<<%333<%333> [17] and the result is reproduced below. 
The spherical coordinate system is used to perform the integration in Eq. (15) as shown 
in Figure 11. We have 
(15) 
(16) 
P(s) is as specified before and has the form given in Eq. (14) for ellipsoidal grains. 
&(sin#cos/?è, + s inas in / ï ê  + cos ore 







Figure 11. Coordinate system for calculating the backscattering coefficient for ellipsoidal 
grains. 
Substitution of Eqs. (17), (18), and (19) in Eq. (15) yields 
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(4W2)2 k k J° 
k (^3333^3333) f2-7 f 2sin 0 
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(21) 
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The remaining integration in Eq. (20) generally has to be done numerically. 
The backscattering coefficients of L-waves were calculated in each direction in each 
sample. The mean grain radii a, b, and c are given in Table 1. The results are presented in 
Figure 12 as FOM, i.e., the square root of the backscattering coefficients. The experimental 
results are also given in the same figure for comparison. The overall agreement between 
theory and experiment is good. The theoretical results indicate that the backscattering is the 
greatest when the wave propagates in the direction for which the grains present the largest 
cross-section to the beam. This is consistent with the experimental results. The deviations of 
the theoretical results from the experimental ones could be due to a few factors, such as the 
errors in the measurements of the mean grain radii, and the texture in the samples. 
Both the experimental and theoretical results for attenuation and backscattering indicate 
that the attenuation is not sensitive to grain shape, whereas the backscattering is much more 
sensitive to grain shape. 
Backscattering of Transverse Waves 
The theory for the backscattering of transverse waves is similar to that for longitudinal 
waves. Here we will give a formal derivation since it is not presented elsewhere. The 
derivation will be analogous to that of Han and Thompson for longitudinal waves [20]. 
Consider an incident plane transverse wave of the form 
w (22) 
where e = e lêx + e2êy + e3êz is an unit vector in the direction of propagation, 
d = dxèx + d2êy + d3e. is an unit vector in the direction of polarization, k = (o! v t  is the 
transverse wave propagation constant. In the Born approximation and backscattered 
direction, the T-wave far field scattering amplitude for a single scatterer inside a 









































Figure 12. Comparison of theory and experiment for L-wave FOM in each sample, (a) Sample Tl.  
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where fi, is the component of the scattering amplitude B in the i direction, p is the density of 
the host medium, v, is the transverse wave speed of the host medium, Sp and SC are the 
changes in density and elastic stiffness tensor with the scatterer from the host medium. 
Assume the incident wave to propagate in the +3 (z) direction and be polarized in the +1 (x) 
direction, then 
The variation in density, i.e., Sp, is zero since all grains have the same density. Then 
e l  =  e 2  ~  ^ 2  =  ^3  =  0  
(24) 
^3 = 4 = 1 
1 
g , = o  
The differential transverse wave backscattering cross section is given by |s 2 [34] whose 
ensemble average is equivalent to the backscattering coefficients, that is 
(26) 
(acm, (x)SCml (x)+SC13rs (x}5C2m 
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A change of variables [20] can simplify Eq. (26). Let 
r ~ (x + x')l 2 
s = (x - x) 







As was done for longitudinal waves, we assume 
{SCul,SCm,)(s) = {SCm3SCm, )P(s) 
{scmiscm, )(s)=(sc,msem, )p(g) 
where the notation o in the right hand sides and the term P(s) is as defined before. 
Finally, we have 
(4^) 
This expression is similar to Eq. (15) for longitudinal waves. Therefore, the same 
methodology used for longitudinal waves can be used to perform calculations for transverse 
waves. For cubic-class crystals, the ensemble average elastic constant product terms have 
been obtained using a symbolic manipulation routine in MATHEMATICA as follows: 
(^1313^-1313 )  ~  (Cll C 12 2f 44 ) , (31) 
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(32) 
Equation (30) indicates that the backscattering contributions of transverse waves come 
from two terms: the first term is due to the backscattered T-wave polarized in the 1 direction 
and the second term is due to the backscattered T-wave polarized in the 2 direction. In 
pulse/echo immersion measurements as were done in this work, the backscattered T-wave 
polarized in the 2 direction (SH wave) cannot transmit through the solid-water interface and 
go back to the transducer, assuming the incident T-waves propagate in the +3 (z) direction 
and are polarized in the +1 (x) direction, as shown in Figure 13. Therefore, the measured T-
wave backscattering coefficients only account for the first term (SV wave) in Eq. (30), i.e., 
nine fourteenths of the total backscattering coefficient. 
Comparison of Eq. (15) and Eq. (30) reveals that for the same microstructure and 
propagation direction the T-wave backscattering is much stronger than the L-wave 
backscattering. Physically, this is mainly because the wavelength for T-wave is much shorter 
than the wavelength for L-wave, and the elastic anisotropy is greater for T-wave. As an 
example, let the mean grain radii bea = b = c = 100 fan for an aluminum sample, and the L-






Figure 13. Coordinate system for T-wave backscattering calculations. The 2 direction is parallel to 
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Figure 14. Comparison of L-wave and T-wave backscattering for the same microstructure in the same 
propagation direction. 
The backscattering coefficients of T-waves were calculated in two directions, i.e., the 4-
axis and the 5-axis defined earlier for the Samples Tl, T2, T3, and T4. The mean grain radii 
a, b, and c are given in Table 1. The results are presented in Figure 15 as FOM. The 
experimental results are also given in the same figure for comparison. The agreement 
between theory and experiment is seen to be reasonably good. The errors could be due to the 
errors in the measurements of the mean grain radii and the texture in the samples. 
SIMULTANEOUS DETERMINATION OF GRAIN SIZE AND SHAPE USING 
ATTENUATION AND BACKSCATTERING 
The characterization of the microstructure of materials is an important NDE application, 
with a primary motivation being the control of mechanical properties since the grain size of a 
polycrystalline material largely influences mechanical properties such as yield and tensile 
strength. Ultrasonic measurements have a long history of application in this area based on 
the dependence of both attenuation and backscattering on grain size [21-25]. Early 
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Figure 15. Comparison of theory and experiment for T-wave POM in each sample, (a) Sample Tl. 































Figure 15. (continued) 
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approaches were based on a direct measurement of attenuation, an application restricted to 
parts with parallel surfaces [21-22], The desire for a technique for single sided 
measurements led to a backscattering approach [23]. However, the objective remained to 
infer grain size from attenuation, with the latter being inferred from the rate of decay of the 
backscattered noise. 
All of these techniques have produced valuable results in appropriate application areas. 
However, to the knowledge of the authors, the primary applications have been to 
microstructures in which the grains are equi-axed. It can be speculated that this is a direct 
consequence of the fact that only a single parameter is inferred from the measurements, e.g. 
the attenuation. Obviously, one parameter can only provide information about a single 
attribute of the microstructure, e.g. grain size. In this work, we seek new techniques that can 
provide information on both grain size and shape. 
The results of attenuation and backscattering reported in the previous sections on the 
aluminum samples with elongated grains indicated that, whereas the backscattering was 
highly anisotropic as expected, the attenuation varied only slightly with direction. A better 
understanding of these effects could lead to improved techniques for microstructural 
characterization. 
The success of the theoretical models for attenuation and backscattering for elongated 
grains opens up the possibility to simultaneously determine grain size and shape using 
measured attenuation and/or backscattering. This is an inverse problem. It can be 
accomplished by adjusting the parameters of the forward models iteratively to minimize an 
error function. For a given material and frequency, the attenuation and the backscattering are 
functions of the material microstructure, as quantified by the grain sizes in three orthogonal 
directions. These size parameters are updated using an iterative procedure until the predicted 
and measured attenuation and/or backscattering match as closely as possible. 
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Numerical optimization techniques can be used in the search for desired grain sizes. In 
this work, we used the downhill simplex method [35] that is widely used in multidimensional 
minimization for a problem whose computational burden is small. 
The error function measures the error between the predicted attenuation and/or 
backscattering and the measured attenuation and/or backscattering. The form used for the 
error function in our work is 
where api is the predicted attcnuat i on/backsc atteri n g based on the forward models, ami is the 
measured attenuation/backscattering, N is the number of data points. One can use attenuation 
and backscattering in various directions and frequencies. The error function is a function of 
grain sizes in three orthogonal directions, i.e., 1-axis, 2-axis, and 3-axis («, b, c in our 
notation). 
In this paper, we will describe three methods that were examined with the objective of the 
simultaneous determination of grain size and shape. The initial motivation was to take 
advantage of the fundamental difference in the dependence of attenuation and backscattering 
on grain parameters. The first two were motivated by gaining an increased understanding of 
the underlying measurement principles and were not restricted to data that could be gathered 
from a single surface. The final technique utilized only data that could be obtained from one 
surface. 
The basic idea in the first method is to measure both the attenuation and the absolute 
level of the backscattering for waves propagating normal to a part surface. As we have 
examined the technique, we have assumed that a sample is available with two parallel 
surfaces. However, we note that the same information could be obtained with single-sided 





Figure 16 illustrates the basic idea. In this plot, the grains were assumed to have two of 
the three major axes (a,b,c) equal. The wave was assumed to propagate in the b direction and 
it was assumed that a - b for samples Tl and T2, and b = c for samples T3 and T4. The 
aspect ratio (b/c for Tl and T2, b/a for T3 and T4) would be small for samples Tl and T2 
and larger for samples T3 and T4. Figure 16(a) shows a plot of a theoretical prediction of 
attenuation, at a frequency of 7 MHz, as a function of grain volume and aspect ratio. It is 
interesting to note that, for the range of parameters examined, the attenuation is much more 
sensitive to grain volume than grain shape. Figure 16(b) shows the comparable plot for the 
backscattering coefficient. It is interesting to note that the dependence of the backscattering 
on the two microstructural parameters is quite different than that of the attenuation, 
consistent with the previously reported experimental data. This suggests that a measurement 
of attenuation and backscattering on the same sample would provide a way to independently 
determine grain volume and aspect ratio. Figure 16(c) illustrates this in a plot of grain 
volume versus aspect ratio. For a given value of either attenuation or backscattering alone, 
there is a family of volume, aspect ratio pairs, lying on a curved line, that could be 
responsible for that value of attenuation or backscattering. However, if attenuation and 
backscattering have been measured, the grain volume and aspect ratio are uniquely defined 
by the intersection of these lines. It is interesting to note that, for the case illustrated, the two 
curves are nearly orthogonal, indicating that the two measurements have good leverage on 
the quantities of interest. 
Figure 17 presents results of an experimental test of this idea. The previously measured 
values of the attenuation and backscattering served as inputs and the data was interpreted 
using the procedures illustrated in Figure 16. In this comparison, it had to be assumed that 
that a = b for samples Tl and T2, and b-c for samples T3 and T4 for the grains. There is a 
reasonable agreement between the predicted and observed values of the grain parameters. 
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Figure 16. Determination of grain size and shape from attenuation and backscattering data, (a) 
Attenuation versus grain volume and aspect ratio at 7 MHz. (b) Backscattering versus grain volume 
and aspect ratio, (c) Illustration of determination of grain volume and aspect ratio from knowledge of 
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Figure 17. Comparison of ultrasonically predicted and actual grain sizes for all samples based on the 
attenuation and the backscattering. 
information only, we evaluated the potential of using L-wave backscattering (FOM) as 
measured along 1-axis, 2-axis, and 3-axis to determine grain sizes in these three directions. 
Although this is not a practical set of measurements for real samples, a study of this problem 
provides good insight into the effectiveness of the idea of doing inversion based on 
backscattering information only. Figure 18 shows the error function versus grain sizes at 7 
MHz for a hypothesized aluminum sample whose mean grain radii in 1-axis, 2-axis, and 3-
axis area = 100 jum, b = 200 /am, c = 300 (Jm, respectively. This error function is well 
behaved and has a well-defined minimum, suggesting that this is a stable inversion. 
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Using this scheme, mean grain radii for sample Tl, T2, T3, and T4 were estimated based 
on the L-wave FOM measured along the 1-, 2-, and 3-axes at 7 MHz. The results are 
presented in Table 6 and Figure 19. The results are reasonably good. Especially the 
ultrasonic method correctly determined the grain elongation directions for all four samples. 
It should be pointed out that the micrographs used only represent a very small planar region 
of the sample, whereas the FOMs are the results of averaged grain noise over a much larger 
volume of the sample. This means that the micrographs don't necessarily give more accurate 
overall mean grain sizes than the FOMs do. 
Another scheme is to use one L-wave FOM along one of three axes, say, the 2-axis, and 
two T-wave FOMs along 45-degree directions between the 2-axis and the 1-axis (named 4-
axis, see Figure 8), and the 2-axis and the 3-axis (named 5-axis), respectively. The three 
FOMs are measured using the same entry surface perpendicular to the 2-axis. This method is 
more practical because access to only one surface is necessary in FOM measurements. Using 
this scheme, mean grain radii for sample Tl, T2, T3, and T4 were determined from the L-
wave FOM along 2-axis and two T-xvave FOMs along the 4- and 5-axes at 7 MHz. The 
results are presented in Table 7 and Figure 20. The results again are reasonably good. This 
method also correctly determined the grain elongation directions for all four samples. This is 
very encouraging since this data was obtained in a single-sided measurement. 
CONCLUSIONS 
Attenuation measurements show a smaller anisotropv than might be expected based on 
the highly elongated state of the microstructure. Significant variation from sample to sample 
appears to be related to the overall scale of the microstructure. Attenuation calculations 
using the unified theory also show a small anisotropy and agree reasonably well with the 
measurements although the texture was not taken into account. 
Backscattering measurements show a very high anisotropy as expected and the 
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Figure 18. Error function versus (a) grain size in 1-axis with b = 200 jum, c = 300 jum. (b) grain size in 
2-axis with a = 100 jum, c = 300 jUm, and (c) grain sizes in 3-axis with a = 100 /.m, b = 200 jiim. 
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Table 6. Mean grain radii determined by L-wave FOMs in three orthogonal directions. 
Sample Direction FOM Mean grain radius (jutri) 
From Micrograph From FOMs 
Tl 
1-axis 0.0168 52 40 
2-axis 0.0168 45 40 
3-axis 0.0015 539 264 
T2 
1-axis 0.0104 35 25 
2-axis 0.0104 17 25 
3-axis 0.0015 420 186 
T3 
1-axis 0.0015 170 147 
2-axis 0.0069 60 86 
3-axis 0.0158 17 20 
T4 
1-axis 0.002 183 139 
2-axis 0.008 65 32 
3-axis 0.009 12 18 
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Figure 19. Comparison of ultrasonically predicted and actual grain sizes for all samples based on the 
backscattering coefficients (FOMs) in three orthogonal directions. 
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Table 7. Mean grain radii determined by L-wave and T-wave FOMs. 
Sample Direction FOM 
(cm05) 
Mean grain radius (jum) 
From Micrograph From FOMs 
Tl 
1-axis 52 31 
2-axis 0.0168 45 28 
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Figure 20. Comparison of ultrasonically predicted and actual grain sizes for all samples based on the 
L-wave and T-wave backscattering coefficients (FOMs) measured from a single surface. 
backscattering is the greatest when the wave propagates in the direction for which the grains 
present the largest cross-section to the beam. Backscattering calculations using a general 
theory agree well with the measurements for both longitudinal and transverse waves. 
The high sensitivity of backscattering to grain elongation makes it a very good feature to 
simultaneously determine grain size and shape. The effectiveness of using the backscattering 
to do this has been demonstrated via the approach we proposed. Especially, using 
longitudinal and transverse waves backscattering acquired through only one entry surface 
makes the approach very practical. 
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In the future, it is desirable to include texture in the calculations of attenuation and 
backscattering. 
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Abstract. Physics-based ultrasonic models are used to aid in the characterization of the cleanliness 
of steel billet by pulse/echo immersion inspections. The Gauss-Hermite beam model is used to 
calculate transducer radiation fields in liquids and transmission of those fields through flat or curved 
liquid-solid interfaces. A flaw signal model is used to predict time domain flaw signals that can be 
compared, on an absolute level, to actual measurements. A microstructural response model is used to 
predict backscattered grain noise levels for microstructures of a given type and grain size. The flaw 
signal model and the microstructural response model combine to yield estimates of the signal-to-noise 
ratios and the minimum detectable inclusion size. An example of integrated use of these models is 
presented. 
INTRODUCTION 
As the competitive demands of the marketplace require inspection procedures to be 
implemented more rapidly and have increasingly predictable performance, traditional 
empirical approaches to inspection development are posing an increasing limitation. A 
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solution is the increased use of physics-based simulation tools to design and assess the 
performance of inspections [1], In this paper, we present a particular example, the use of 
models to aid in the characterization of the cleanliness of steel billet. 
Pulse/echo immersion inspection techniques are widely used in the monitoring of the 
cleanliness of steel billet. The goal is to detect inclusions and other undesirable 
inhomogeneities whose presence might limit the fatigue life of final components 
manufactured from the billet [2]. As compared to metallographic techniques, the ability of 
ultrasound to rapidly sample significant volumes of material in a nondestructive fashion is 
particularly attractive. To accurately predict the performance of a pulse/echo immersion 
inspection process, it is necessary to have a set of models for the transducer radiation field, 
the flaw response signal, and the microstructure induced noise. To use these models to 
design optimum inspection schemes for industrial applications, the models should be 
computationally efficient and run fast on a typical personal computer since many inspection 
setups need to be simulated to find an optimum design. 
Over the years, many fast and reasonably accurate models have been developed in a 
number of laboratories. For the transducer radiation field, the Gauss-Hermite beam model 
[3-7] produces good results for transducer radiation into liquids and for transmission of those 
fields through flat or curved liquid-solid interfaces. By taking advantage of the paraxial 
approximation, the model runs much faster, by many orders-of-magnitude, than other 
numerical methods [8, 9J. This "beam" model enables the transducer wave fields in the 
solids to be rapidly computed for a series of transducers and focal lengths as a part of the 
inspection design process. For the flaw response signal, a "flaw signal" model [10, 11] has 
been developed that uses a modified Born approximation and requires a numerical 
integration of the incident pressure field over the flaw volume. This model can predict time 
domain flaw signals that can be compared, on an absolute level, to actual measurements. As 
for the beam models, use of an appropriately selected approximation allows the code to run 
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much faster than purely numerical methods such as the finite element method. For the 
microstructure-induced noise, a backscattered noise model [12, 13, 14, 15] has been 
developed that uses a single-scattering approximation and assumes that the observed RF 
noise is an incoherent summation of echoes from all insonified grains. The model can 
predict the backscattered grain noise level for a given inspection scenario in a 
computationally efficient manner. 
In this work we describe the use of these physics-based models of an ultrasonic 
pulse/echo inspection process to guide technique optimization for detecting inclusions 
through cylindrical surfaces in steel bar stock. Models are used for three purposes. The 
beam model is used to select transducer focal properties that will be minimally affected by 
the cylindrical geometry of the billet surface, which acts to defocus the beam in a plane 
perpendicular to the billet axis. The flaw response model is used to predict the strength of 
echoes from undesirable inclusions that could lead to premature failure. The microstructural 
response model is used to predict backscattered grain noise levels for microstructures of a 
given type and grain size. The flaw response and noise predictions combine to yield 
estimates of the minimum detectable inclusion size. This information can be used to guide 
the pre-inspection heat treatment which determines the final microstructure. 
As an example of the integrated use of these tools, we discuss two competing immersion 
designs for a system to inspect 3-inch diameter cylindrical billet used for the manufacture of 
gears. One design uses a standard, spherically focused transducer; and the other uses a bi-
cylindrically focused transducer, designed to better inspect the zone where gear teeth will 
later be machined. We will assume that the inclusions are "stringers" whose elongation 
direction is aligned with the billet axis. Our main goal is to estimate stringer detectability for 
both the standard and optimized transducers. 
The paper begins with a brief outline of various models used in this work. Some initial 
experimental results used to validate the beam model are then presented. The approach to 
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transducer optimization is explained and the results of an example design are given. Finally, 
we use the flaw response model and the microstructural response model to estimate signal to 
noise ratios and minimum detectable inclusion sizes for inspections of steel billet with small 
radii of curvature. 
OVERVIEW OF THE ULTRASONIC MODELS 
Since the aforementioned ultrasonic models play an essential role in this work, we 
present brief overviews of them. References can be consulted for the details. 
Beam Model 
The purpose of the beam model is to predict the incident sonic field illuminating a flaw or 
microstructural element in the metal specimen. This is accomplished by: (a) determining the 
field radiated into water; and (b) assessing the modification of the field by passage through 
the curved interface of the component. 
In the Gauss-Hermite model, the radiated field of an ultrasonic transducer at a fixed 
angular frequency A) is represented as a set of complete, orthogonal Gauss-Hermite functions 
which are the approximate solutions to the wave equation under the Fresnel approximation 
[5], In particular, for a sonic field propagating in the z direction in a liquid, the velocity 
potential at frequency ft)is written as 
where Cmn are spatially constant coefficients, and the eigenfunctions Y/m(x, z, OJ) are given by 




where the Hm arc the Hermite polynomials. The scaling parameters ax, qx, and /ix which 
control beam size and wavefront curvature in the lateral x direction are related by 
9,(z,w) = 4,(0,w) + z- (5) 
y/n(y, z) can be obtained by the substitution m n and .v y in Eqs. (2) - (5). When treating 
elliptical and bicylindrically focused piston transducer characterized by effective radii {ax, 
ay) and geometrical focal lengths {Fx, Fy}, we choose the initial value of the parameters 
#c(0,#) and 4y(0,w) to be 
= (7) 
V5 - (8) 
The choice of the factor of V5 jn Eq. (8) is based on empirical studies of the convergence 
rate in the far field [5], By using the orthogonality property of the Hermite polynomials, if 
the potential 0is known on a plane (typically defined as z = 0), then the coefficients Cmn are 
given by 
CL M = (x, z, (y, z, (9) 
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In general, the expansion coefficients depend on the frequency and focal characteristics of the 
transducer being modeled. Practical calculations can be greatly speeded by making use of 
the fact that Cmn values for a "class" of transducers are often related. For example, Cmn(co) 
for any elliptical-element, bi-cylindrically focused, piston transducer can be quickly 
calculated from Cmn for a circular, planar, piston probe of unit radius and unit frequency. 
To propagate the beam through the interface between two media, one can make use of 
a paraxial transformation rule for the «-/-parameter as discussed in Ref. [16] which is derived 
by using Snell's law for the central ray and the laws of geometrical optics for rays whose 
angles deviate slightly from those of the central ray. Upon propagation through an interface, 
the velocity potential is assumed to have the same form given by Eqs. (1) - (5), but with 
different qx(0,co) and qy(0, to) values (referenced to a new origin just beyond the interface), 
and a different wavenumber k. In addition the Cmn(co) values are modified to reflect 
transmission loses and accumulated phase changes during propagation through the first 
medium. Note that this paraxial transformation neglects beam aberrations. If aberrations are 
significant in the cases of large angles of incidence or small interface radii of curvature, one 
may alternatively use ray-tracing approach to transmit the beam through the interface, as 
proposed in [6], Extensive verifications of this model have been made through comparison 
to both other models not making such approximations and experimental data [8, 9, 17-20]. 
Flaw Signal Model 
The derivation of our flaw response model is similar to that of the Thompson-Gray 
measurement model [21] which utilizes Auld's electromechanical reciprocity relations [22]. 
In the model, the effects of transducer efficiency, beam propagation, attenuation, diffraction, 
interface transmission, and flaw scattering can be calculated separately in the frequency 
domain. 
Let V{co) be the frequency domain component of the flaw signal. Then we write [10] 
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y(w) = ^(wXwMw)f(w)A(w) (10) 
where fXco) is the transducer efficiency factor. T(a>) describes the interface transmission 
losses, CO) describes the effects of beam diffraction and focusing (as evaluated using the 
beam model), P((o) accounts for the depth-dependent beam propagation phase changes (e'jkz) 
and the material attenuation, and A{ûi) accounts for the flaw scattering. The Born 
approximation is used in the calculation of A(<y) for an inclusion in a host metal. In 
particular we write 
A(a))= Jjjl» ' (%, y, z, (u)r /1/)/ (^, y, z), C/ (x, y, z)]cWy c(z (11) 
vol 
where vol is the flaw volume, u is the normalized incident displacement field, and p/ and c/ 
are the density and longitudinal wave speed within the inclusion volume vol, respectively. 
The function/(/Of, c/) which governs the strength of the scattering is given by [11] 
/(/?,c) = /?y 
d 
-2/?A (12) 
where subscript h describes the host medium. Note that/vanishes when the flaw and host 
have the same density and wave speed. 
The transducer efficiency factor can be obtained from a reference measurement which 
normally is a front wall or back wall echo from a flat slab of material, but could also be the 
signal from a small reflector such as a flat-bottom hole. The incident displacement field can 
be computed rather rapidly by using the Gauss-Hermite beam model. To obtain the time 
domain flaw signal, we evaluate Eq. (10) for all frequency components within the transducer 
bandwidth, and then do an inverse Fourier transform. 
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Microstructural Response Model 
Polycrystalline metals are composed of numerous crystalline grains which induce noise 
echoes in ultrasonic pulse/echo immersion inspections. The noise can limit the detectability 
of small defects. The quantitative microstructural response model [13] used in this work 
assumes that the noise signal is an incoherent sum of the signals scattered by individual 
grains. The signal produced by scattering from a single grain is obtained by using the 
Thompson-Gray measurement model and the Born approximation. For a collection of grains 
the quantity, rims(co), called the root-mean-squared (rms) noise, is used to describe the total 
noise magnitude in the frequency domain. rrms is defined as 
(13) 
where rnoise(a)) denotes the Fourier component of the measured noise signal at frequency a) 
on the finite time interval indicated above, o denotes the average over many transducer 
scanning positions (or grain ensembles). The time domain echoes within the time interval 
are regarded as resulting from the backscattering of sound by all grains located in a 
corresponding volume R of the specimen. For the grain noise model being used FNNS is given 
by[13] 
IL, M = (a/) exp( 2(XQZ0s) ^p(-
(14) 
V 2 ^ 2 y 
Here n is the number of grains per unit volume and Arms is the root-mean-square average far-
field scattering amplitude of a single grain. The frequency-dependent product nmArms is 
defined to be the specimen's "Figure-of-Merit" (FOM) which is a measure of the noise 
generating capacity of the microstructure. The FOM is equal to the square root of the widely-
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used grain-noise backscatter coefficient tj. J3((0) is the transducer efficiency factor which, again, 
can be obtained from a reference measurement [13]. Subscripts 0 and 1 refer to water and 
metal respectively. zqs is the inspection water path. Toi is the plane wave transmission 
coefficient at the water/solid interface. C, which again accounts for beam diffraction, 
describes the incident ultrasonic displacement field in the metal, p, v, a, and k denote 
density, longitudinal wave speed, attenuation coefficient, and wave number, respectively. ax 
and ay are the radii of the elliptical piezoelectric element of the transducer in the two lateral 
directions. 
Equation (14) relates the FOM of a specimen to rms noise spectral components. Once the 
FOM has been extracted by analyzing the rms noise seen in a particular measurement setup, 
we can use Eq. (14) to predict noise characteristics for other inspection setups. From 
knowledge of the rms noise spectral components, one can then predict time domain measures 
of the noise, including the distribution of gated-peak noise voltages seen in a given time gate, 
and the mean gated-peak noise voltage averaged over scanning positions [15]. 
A more detailed review of the microstructural and statistical models underlying our work 
has recently been provided by Thompson and Margetan [23]. 
INITIAL EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES AND BEAM MODEL VALIDATION 
The motivation for our initial experimental studies is as follows. Spherically focused 
probes are often used in immersion inspections, and, for normal incidence through a flat 
entry surface, produce circular beam spots in the metal. However, in the case of normal 
incidence on a cylindrical surface, the surface curvature acts to defocus and distort the beam, 
thus broadening the images of stringers in the circumferential direction in rotational C-scans. 
We want to observe this broadening by comparing C-scans acquired through flat and curved 
surfaces, and then determine whether the Gauss-Hermite beam model properly accounts for 
surface curvature effects. 
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A semi-cylindrical specimen was cut from a 2.5-inch diameter cylinder of 1018 steel, as 
shown in Fig. 1(a). The specimen was known to contain inclusions that could be examined 
for the purposes noted above. The specimen had a flat surface ((D) and a cylindrical surface 
(©) parallel to the cylinder axis; inclusions in the specimen could be imaged through either 
surface. Fig. 1(b) depicts the SONDC ultrasonic immersion system used to perform C-scans 
of the semi-cylindrical test specimen. Both rotational (y, 0) C-scans through the cylindrical 
surface and rectangular (x, y) C-scans through the flat surface were performed using a 15 
MHz, broadband, spherically-focused transducer having a nominal 1.27 cm (0.5") diameter 
and 9.00 cm (3.5") focal length. The transducer had been characterized by mapping the 
transducer's axial profile in water and then adjusting the Gauss-Hermite beam model 
parameters to best reproduce the profile data [24]. It was determined to have an effective 
diameter of 1.21 cm (0.48") and a geometrical focal length in water of 9.65 cm (3.80"), 
producing an actual focal length of about 9.2 cm (3.6"). The test system uses a motor-driven 
turntable to rotate the specimen. 
In a typical rotational scan, the system rotates the turntable through 360 degrees, steps the 
probe in the y direction, rotates 360 degrees, steps in y again, etc. RF echoes from the 
interior of the steel cylinder are acquired at each scan point and digitized at a 100 MHz or 
250 MHz sampling rate. The peak-to-peak voltage within a time gate of interest is eventually-
displayed as a two-dimensional color image. The image is a rectangle that can be thought of 
as the result of "rolling out" the cylindrical surface into a plane. When performing a 
rotational scan, the specimen was first centered on the turntable. This was done by observing 
the time of flight (TOF) of the front surface echo, and positioning the cylinder such that the 
TOF does not change when the cylinder is rotated. The next step was to "normalize the 
beam", i.e., to make the central ray of the sonic beam perpendicular to the cylindrical surface. 
The procedure we used was as follows: (1) place a rectangular block on the turntable with the 














Figure 1. (a) Specimen geometry and (b) measurement system. 
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vertical (yz) plane to maximize the front surface echo; (2) replace the flat block with the 
cylinder, and then move the transducer sideways in a horizontal (xz) plane to maximize the 
front surface echo from the cylindrical surface. It is then necessary to set a proper water path 
to focus the beam at some desired depth in the steel. We used the following approximate 
formula: 
WP + (nW D = F (15) 
where WP is the water path, VJ and VQ are the longitudinal sound speeds in the cylinder and 
water, respectively, D is the depth at which the beam is to be focused, and F is the actual 
focal length of the transducer in water. This formula is correct for paraxial rays through flat 
water/solid interfaces. It can also be used as a first approximation for cylindrical!y curved 
surfaces, since it properly describes the focusing in the "vertical" (yz) plane that contains the 
beam's central ray and the cylinder symmetry axis. The focusing in the "horizontal" plane 
will generally not be at this depth. 
Fig. 2 displays one such rotational C-scan acquired through the curved surface of the 
semi-cylinder with the beam focused 1 cm below the surface. The water path is 5.22 cm. 
The scan increment is 0.5 mm in the y direction and 1° in the 0direction. In the image, the 
colors represent the peak-to-peak amplitude of the RF echo seen within an "arrival time" gate 
of interest. In this case the gate extended from 1.8 jus to 5.0 jus after the front-wall echo, 
corresponding to metal depths of 5 mm to 15 mm. A number of inclusions can be seen in the 
C-scan. The material properties (density and sound speeds) of the inclusions are unknown, 
and they generally won't affect the shape of the images. The inclusion images tend to be 
quite broad in the rotational direction. An important question is whether this broad 
appearance is due to beam defocusing, or are the inclusions themselves broad in the lateral 
direction? 
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The broadening is likely due to beam defocusing effects, because images of the same 
inclusions are much narrower in C-scans acquired through the flat entry surface, as illustrated 
in Figure 3. In comparing the rotational and linear C-scans, we have '"matched" the 
horizontal scales to insure that the arc length of beam travel at the depth (2 cm) of the defect 
in Figure 2 is the same as the linear length of travel in Figure 3. Note that Figures 2 and 3 
also contain predicted defect images made using the Gauss-Hermite beam model. In the 
model calculation, the stringer diameter is assumed to be negligible compared to the beam 
diameter and the stringer echo is assumed to be proportional to the incident [pressure]2 at 15 
MHz integrated along the stringer length. The measured and predicted images are then 
scaled to have same peak brightness. Further evidence that the image broadening is due to 
beam defocusing is provided by the small C-scan images on the right-hand sides of Figures 2 
and 3. These are essentially predicted images for a point scatterer located at the same depth 
as the actual inclusion. Note that the horizontal widths of the point-scatterer images are 
similar to those of the inclusions. 
These results indicate that: (1) surface curvature acts to broaden inclusion images in the 
rotational direction; and (2) beam model predictions for broadening agree well with 
experiments. This suggests using the Gauss-Hermite beam model to design a better 
transducer lens that can compensate for the defocusing ef fect of surface curvature and hence 
improve the lateral resolution. Such an approach has been shown to be very effective in the 
inspection of larger diameter titanium alloy billets used in the manufacture of rotating 
components for aircraft jet engines [25]. 
TRANSDUCER LENS OPTIMIZATION 
The Gauss-Hermite beam model was used to design an optimized lens for a 15-MHz 
transducer having a (nominally) 1.27 cm (0.5") diameter circular element. The object was to 
optimally focus the sonic beam within the cylindrical specimen by determining appropriate 
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1 cm Experimental image of an inclusion located 1 cm deep 
Predicted image of a 5 mm stringer located 1 cm deep 
45' 
Figure 2. Example of a rotational C-scan. The beam is focused at the depth of the indicated 
inclusion. (Distance in the 0 direction has been scaled to the length of the arc containing the 
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Predicted image of a 3 mm stringer located 2 cm deep 
Figure 3. Example of a rectangular C-scan. The beam was normal to and focused 1.5 cm below the 
flat entry surface. 
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geometric focal lengths in water, Fx and Fy, in the xz and yz planes of Figure 1(b), 
respectively. Three design approaches were considered, each yielding different {Fx, Fy} 
values: (1) maximizing the on-axis pressure amplitude at a specified inspection depth (Zz) in 
the solid; (2) having the minimum beam waist locations in the ,vz and yz planes as near as 
possible to the specified inspection depth Z'; and, (3) trying to best reproduce the on-axis 
amplitude-vs-depth profile that a spherically focused probe (focused at depth Z') would 
produce beneath a flat entry surface. The first two methods each had an undesirable 
consequence, namely that the focal maximum did not occur at the depth specified in the 
fitting procedure. For example, if one adjusts the lens parameters to maximize the value of 
the on-axis pressure amplitude at some specific metal depth, Z', the peak in the resulting 
pressure-amplitude-vs-depth curve does not occur at depth Z'. Although the amplitude is as 
large as possible at depth Z', it is even larger at some smaller depth because the peak on-axis 
pressure occurs at a smaller depth. Similarly, if the lens parameters are adjusted to position 
the two minimum beam diameters at depth Z', the peak on-axis pressure again occurs at some 
depth other than Z'. This is because the minimum diameter point (defined as the full width at 
half maximum) does not exactly coincide with the point of peak on-axis pressure. For these 
reasons, we settled on fitting method 3, which directly uses the pressure-amplitude-vs-depth 
curve and consequently always positions the focal maximum at or very near the desired 
depth. 
As an example, consider the design of an optimized transducer for inspecting 3"-diametcr 
(7.62 cm) bar stock when the region of greatest interest is the first 1 cm below the cylindrical 
surface where gear teeth will be machined. We consequently want to focus the beam 
approximately 5 mm below the surface. We begin with a commercially available 15-MHz, 
spherically-focused probe having a nominal 1.27 cm diameter and 6.35 cm focal length. We 
refer to this as our "existing probe". A small reflector was moved along the central beam 
axis to map the transducer's axial profile in water. Then, by adjusting the Gauss-Hermite 
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model parameters to best reproduce the profile data, we determined the effective diameter 
and geometrical focal length of the existing probe to be 1.294 cm and 7.443 cm (2.93"), 
respectively. For the existing probe, we then used the beam model to calculate the [pressure]' 
-vs-depth profile in steel for a normal-incidence inspection through a flat entry surface. The 
assumed inspection waterpath was 4.996 cm ( 1.97"), so as to place the focal maximum at the 
desired 5 mm (0.2") depth. For the curved-surface inspection, we then adjusted Fx, Fy, and 
the water path in an attempt to best reproduce the amplitude-vs-depth profile obtained for the 
flat-surface case (discounting the effects of water attenuation). The focal lengths of the 
optimized probe were found to be Fx = 5.719 cm (2.25") and Fy = 6.565 cm (2.58"), with an 
associated waterpath of 4.099 cm (1.61"). For comparison, we similarly determined the 
optimum water path (again with goal of reproducing the amplitude-vs-depth profile through 
a flat surface) for the existing probe to be 5.295 cm (2.08") when using it for inspections 
through the curved surface. In all of the above calculations, the speeds of longitudinal wave 
in water and steel were taken to be 0.149 cm//is and 0.590 cm/jus, respectively. 
Figure 4 shows calculated on-axis and lateral [pressure]" profiles in steel for three cases, 
i.e., the existing probe through the flat interface with a waterpath of 4.996 cm (Case 1), the 
existing probe (optimized waterpath of 5.295 cm) through the curved interface (Case 2), and 
the optimized probe through the curved interface with a waterpath of 4.099 cm (Case 3). The 
profiles for case 3 are similar to those of case 1, indicating that the design criteria were 
sucessfully implemented. Figure 5 shows the beam cross-sections at various metal depths z 
for these three cases. Clearly, the beam of the initial transducer is broadened in the rotational 
direction by the cylindrical surface in Case 2. The optimized transducer has significantly 
corrected this broadening as shown in Fig. 5(c). We note that a better match between the 
profiles for cases 1 and 3 could have been achived if the transducer element in case 3 was 
allowed to be elliptical rather than circular. 
As was done earlier in Figs. 2-3, we then used the model to calculate C-scan images 
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Figure 4. Predicted on-axis [pressure]2 profiles in steel at 15-MHz for three model cases, (a) On-axis 
profile, (b) Lateral profile at 5 mm (0.2") deep. 
for hypothetical inspections of flat and curved steel specimens to check that the optimized 
transducer can compensate for the defocusing effect of surface curvature and improve the 
lateral resolution of inclusion images. In this case we assumed a single 3-mm-long stringer 
located several metal depths z below the entry surface. As before, the stringer diameter is 
assumed to be negligible compared to the beam diameter. The stringer density and sound 
speeds only affect the absolute amplitude of the predicted signal. The results for our three 
cases are shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7. For the images in Fig. 6, a fixed scale for converting 
amplitude to color was used so that we can directly compare absolute signal strengths. It was 
assumed that the efficiency for converting electrical energy to sound was the same for each 
case, and water and metal attenuations were ignored. For the images in Fig. 7, the model 
gain was adjusted for each images to produce the same peak amplitude. This allows us to 
better compare the resolutions in the rotational (horizontal) direction . Comparing the use of 
the existing and optimized transducers for inspections through the curved surface, we find a 3 
dB improvement in signal strength and 25% improvement in lateral resolution for the 
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5 mm x 5 mm 5 mm x 5 mm 5 mm x 5 mm 
z = 3.3 mm 
Bflfl 
z = 4.4 mm 
z = 5.4 mm 
z = 7.0 mm 
z = 8.7 mm 
(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 5. Beam cross-sections at various metal depths z for three model cases, (a) Existing probe, 
flat entry surface (case 1). (b) Existing probe, curved entry surface (case 2). (c) Optimized probe, 
curved entry surface (case 3). 
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z = 3.3 mm 
z = 4.4 mm 
z = 5.4 mm 
z = 7.0 mm 
z= 8.7 /w/w 
(c) 
Figure 6. Calculated C-scan images of an ideal stringer in steel for inspections using the existing and 
optimized transducers. A fixed scale for converting amplitude to color for all images was used, (a) 
Existing probe, flat entry surface (case 1). (b) Existing probe, curved entry surface (case 2). (c) 
Optimized probe, curved entry surface (case 3). 
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z — 3.3 mm 
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z — 5.4 mm 
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z = 8.7 mm 
(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 7. Calculated C-scan images of an ideal stringer in steel for inspections using the existing and 
optimized transducers. The model gain was adjusted for each image to produce the same peak 
amplitude, (a) Existing probe, flat entry surface (case 1). (b) Existing probe, curved entry surface 
(case 2). (c) Optimized probe, curved entry surface (case 3). 
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optimized probe at a depth close to the focal zone (5.4 mm). 
ESTIMATES OF MINIMUM DETECTABLE INCLUSION SIZE 
We will now use models to estimate the minimum dectcctable stringer size for 
inspections using the existing and optimized transducers. We will assume that the model 
defects are cylindrical "stringers" of various diameters and lengths. Before the models can 
be applied, pertinent ultrasonic properties of steel bar stock must be known. These include 
the longitudinal-wave velocity, attenuation, and backscattered grain noise Figure-of-Merit 
(FOM). The three ultrasonic properties can be obtained through the series of immersion 
measurements illustrated in Fig. 8, details of which can be found in references [13, 26, 27]. 
Briefly, velocity is determined by measuring specimen thickness and times-of-flight for 
successive back-wall echoes. To measure attenuation, we compare spectral amplitudes of the 
first back wall echoes of a rectangular steel specimen and a fused-quartz reference block 
whose attenuation is assumed to be negligible. To measure the grain noise FOM, we 
compare spatially-averaged, root-mean-squared spectra of grain noise signals to the spectrum 
of a fused-quartz, back-wall echo and use Eq. (14) to deduce FOM. 
Heat treatment is often performed on bar stock specimens prior to inspection to decrease 
the mean grain size, hence lowering backscattered grain noise levels and improving 
inspectability. Specimens of 7.62 cm (3") diameter, 8620 steel bar stock were obtained prior 
to and after heat treatment. Their microstructures at corresponding depths are shown in Fig. 
9. The front-wall and back-wall surfaces were machined flat to facilitate the UT property 
measurements in the radial direction. Measured L-wave velocities were 0.590 cm/|is before 
heat treatment and 0.591 cm/jj.s after heat treatment. Measured attenuation and grain noise 
FOM are shown as functions of frequency in Fig. 10; note that both are reduced substantially 
by heat treatment as expected. A 10-MHz planar transducer was used for the attenuation 
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Figure 8. Experimental set-ups for measuring basic ultrasonic properties of steel bar stock. 
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Figure 9. 8620 steel bar stock microstructure (darker regions are chromium rich), (a) Before heat 
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Figure 10. Measured UT properties of 3-inch diameter 8620 steel bar stock, (a) Attenuation, (b) 
Grain noise Figure-of-Merit. 
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Having measured the basic UT properties of the metal, we are now in position to use 
existing models to estimate signal/noise ratios (SNR) for inspection of 7.62 cm diameter 
cylindrical stock containing hypothetical stringers. Two models were used. The flaw signal 
model was used to calculate A-scan echoes from a given inclusion, and deri ved quantities 
such as the peak-to-peak amplitude. The backscattered noise model was then used to 
compute statistical properties of the competing grain noise, including the average gated-peak 
noise level. Both models treat incident broadband pulses. Here we define the SNR as 
illustrated in Fig. 11 : the ratio of the peak-to-peak amplitude of the stringer echo (in the 
absence of noise) to the spatially-averaged maximum peak-to-pcak noise voltage (in the 
absence of a defect) seen within a time gate of interest. In the following calculations the time 
gate has a 2-jis duration centered on the defect echo. The SNR can then be obtained by 
taking the ratio of the flaw signal amplitude and the mean grain noise level. 
The Born flaw signal model requires inclusions are weak scatterers, i.e., the density and 
sonic velocities of the inclusion material are only slightly different from that of the host 
material. In this work we used the following values for the hypothetical inclusion: 0.62 
cm/jus for the longitudinal-wave speed; 0.335 cmlfis for the shear-wave speed, and 8.19 g/cm3 
for the inclusion density. These values are 5% higher than the host steel's values. In our 
À i N = Average gated peak noise D. = Average of n over the 
Gate 2 f-is wide 
Figure 11. Meaning of the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). 
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model calculations we assume the inclusion is a cylindrical "stringer" whose elongation 
direction is parallel to the axis of the steel cylinder in which it resides. We simulate 
inspecting through the curved surface at normal incidence using the "existing" and 
"optimized" transducers of the previous section. In each case, the center of the inclusion is 
assumed to lie along the central ray of the incident sonic beam. 
One model input is a "reference signal" which carries information about the spectral 
content of the incident sonic pulse. It is needed to determine the transducer efficiency factor 
(%co) which appears in the Equations (10) and (14). For the existing transducer, the reference 
signal used here was a measured back wall echo from a fused quartz block using the 
transducer. The block had a thickness of 1.278 cm, a density of 2.2 g/cm3, and a L-wave 
speed of 0.597 cm/jus. The measurement water path was 2.307 cm, placing the geometrical 
focal point of the existing transducer at the back wall. Figures 12 (a) and (b) show the 
waveform and the Fourier spectrum of the reference signal, respectively. For the 
hypothetical "optimized" transducer, a reference signal cannot be measured directly. 
However, it can be calculated using models. In the design of the optimized transducer, we 
have assumed that the piezoelectric element of the transducer is the same as that of the 
existing transducer, and only the lens in front of the piezoelectric element is different. 
Therefore, it is quite reasonable to assume that both transducers have the same efficiency 
factor /3((o). We will assume that the reference signal for the optimized transducer is also the 
back-wall echo from the same fused-quartz block at the same water path, namely, 2.307 cm. 
However, as described below, it will be different in shape due to the different focusing 
characteristics of the probe. 
If the Fourier spectra of the reference signals are denoted /7;(<y) and Fo(co) for the 
existing transducer and the optimized transducer, respectively, we write 
rE (to) = /3(co)rmRi0Tl0DE («>"-*»'»-'k"i e~2a«z° _ (16a) 
(16b) 
where Toi, R\o, and 7',n are the plane wave transmission coefficient from medium 0 (water) to 
medium 1 (fused quartz), the plane wave reflection coefficient when the wave is incident 
from the medium 1, and the plane wave transmission coefficient from medium 1 to medium 
0, respectively, is the attenuation coefficient in water, zo and zi are the water path and the 
thickness of the fused quartz block, respectively. DE{CO) and Do( ÛJ) are the diffraction 
correction factors; these are proportional to the integral of the square of the incident pressure 
fields over the back surface. The incident pressure fields and their associated surface 
integrals can be calculated using an approximate beam model such as the Gauss-Hermite 
expansion described earlier. To determine the diffraction correction factors, we used an 
alternative Multi-Gaussian beam expansion [28, 29] which leads to analytic expressions for 
the required surface integrals[30]. From Eqs. (16a) - (16b) and the known reference signal 
for the existing transducer, the reference signal for the optimized transducer can be 
calculated; Figure 12 (c) and (d) show the waveform and the Fourier spectrum of this 
reference signal, respectively. The amplitude of the signal is much lower than that for the 
existing transducer because the beam of the optimized transducer is not focused on the back 
wall of the fused-quartz block. 
A series of echoes for hypothetical inclusions of various diameters and lengths were 
calculated using both the existing probe at the optimized water path of 5.295 cm and the 
optimized probe at a water path of 4.099 an for the specimen after heat treatment. The 
inclusions were assumed to be 5.4 mm deep. Figure 13 shows the peak-to-peak amplitudes 
of these inclusion echoes as functions of inclusion diameter and length. When the inclusions 
are longer than about 1 mm (i.e., the beam diameter in the bar stock axial direction, as shown 
in Figure 5), the echo amplitudes are approximately independent of length as expected. 
Figure 14(a) compares the peak-peak amplitudes of inclusion echoes for the two probes 
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Figure 12. The reference signals from a fused quartz block, (a) Waveform of the existing transducer, 
(b) Spectrum of the existing transducer, (c) Waveform of the optimized transducer, (d) Spectrum of 
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Figure 13. The peak-peak amplitudes of inclusion echoes as a function of inclusion diameters and 
lengths, (a) Existing probe, (b) Optimized probe. 
as a function of inclusion diameter for stringers of a fixed length (5 mm) and depth (5.4 mm). 
Figure 14(b ) compares the peak-peak amplitudes of inclusion echoes for the two probes as a 
function of flaw depth for stringers of a fixed length (5 mm) and diameter (550 jum). Again, 
the water paths are 5.295 cm and 4.099 cm for the existing and optimized probes, 
respectively. The optimized probe produces higher echoes than the existing probe does for 
the same inclusions in both cases near the focal zone. This is partially a result of the 
"tighter" radiation pattern for the optimized probe (as illustrated earlier in Figs. 4 and 7) but 
also reflects water path differences which lead to differing effects of attenuation in water. 
Figure 15 compares backscattered noise attributes for the same measurement setups as in 
Figure 14. Panel (a) displays the instantaneous rms noise voltage seen at a fixed sound 
arrival time (or, equivalently, depth in the metal) as defined in Refs. [12-14], From the 
instantaneous rms noise, the average gated-peak noises were calculated for time gates of 2 jus 
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Figure 14. Predicted peak-to-peak defect-signal amplitudes for inspection of 3"-diameter steel bar 
stock after heat treatment, (a) As functions of inclusion diameter for stringers of a fixed length (5 
mm) and depth (5.4 mm), (b) As functions of flaw depth for stringers of a fixed length (5 mm) and 
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Figure 15. Predicted noise levels for inspection of 3"-diameter steel bar stock after heat treatment, 
(a) Instantaneous rms noise level, (b) Average gated-peak noise level for time gates of 2-/JS duration. 
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transducer produces higher grain noise than the existing probe does near the focal zone, again 
for the reasons cited above. 
Figure 16(a) compares calculated signal-to-noise ratios for the two transducers as 
functions of inclusion diameter for stringers of a fixed length (5 mm) and depth (5.4 mm). 
Here the flaw signal amplitudes are from Fig. 14(a). The time gate is centered at 5.4 mm 
deep in the metals and from Fig. 15(b) the averaged gated-peak noise values are found to be 
0.00051 volts and 0.00073 volts for the existing probe and the optimized probe, respectively. 
Figure 16(b) compares S/N ratios as functions of flaw depth for stringers of fixed length (5 
mm) and diameter (550 jum). S/N ratios are seen to be comparable for the two inspections. 
As a general rule, focusing the sound beam in the vicinity of a defect tends to improve the 
SNR [14]. Thus the optimized transducer has the higher SNR near its designed focal depth 
(5 mm). However, as the depth is varied away from 5 mm, the beam of the optimized 
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Figure 16. Predicted signal-to-noise ratios (SNR) for inspection of the steel bar stock after heat 
treatment, (a) SNR as functions of inclusion diameter for stringers of a fixed length ( 5 mm) and depth 
(5.4 mm), (b) SNR as functions of flaw depth for stringers of a fixed length (5 mm) and diameter 
(550 //m). 
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From graphs such as those shown in Figure 16 we can estimate the minimum detectable 
inclusion size. For example, let us define deteetability as SNR > 5. Then, for our heat-
treated bar stock, we would expect to detect "ideal" cylindrical stringers with diameters > 
550 /an, so long as they were located near the focal zone of either transducer and had lengths 
of a few millimeters or more. 
CONCLUSIONS 
In conclusion, we have demonstrated the use of models to optimize ultrasonic inspections 
of cylindrical steel bar stock, to predict C-scan images of "stringer" inclusions, and to 
estimate associated signal-to-noise ratios. For one example involving the inspection of heat-
treated, 7.62 cm diameter, 8620 stock, we designed an optimized lens for a 15 MHz circular 
transducer. As compared to a spherically-focused transducer of the same diameter, we found 
a 3 dB improvement in signal strength for stringers in the focal zone and a 25% improvement 
in resolution in the rotational direction. S/N ratios for thin stringers were comparable for the 
two probes, and we estimated that ideal stringers with diameters greater than 550 ju/n could 
be readily detected in the focal zone of either probe. When a spherically-focused transducer 
is used, the defocusing effect of the cylindrical surface generally causes a reduction in our 
ability to detect small interior defects. This reduction tends to worsen when: (1) the radius of 
curvature of the surface is reduced; and (2) the inspection depth is increased. In our example, 
the surface curvature is not severe relative to the beam diameter at the entry point, and the 
inspection depth is not large. Consequently, optimizing the transducer lens produces only a 
modest improvement in inspectability. It should be emphasized, however, that the results 
would have been quite different had the dominant noise been electronic noise in the receiver 
rather than backscattered ultrasonic noise from the microstructure. In that case, the probe 
optimization would have offered a substantial improvement. Note that the procedures 
outlined in this paper provide a method for estimating the minimum detectable stringer 
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diameter, as a function of the microstructural noise level. In future work, it should be 
possible to relate the minimum detectable diameter directly to grain size. 
In this paper, we have discussed in detail the use of a model-based approach to develop 
an ultrasonic system to monitor the cleanliness of steel. It was shown that a number of trade­
offs could be examined efficiently in the process of arriving at the optimized inspection, 
which is influenced by many details of the problem such as part geometry, microstructural 
noise level, and region of greatest interest in the inspection. It is suggested that, as modeling 
tools become more widely available and familiar to the NDE community, application of 
approaches such as this to a wide range of problems will be fruitful. 
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CHAPTER 3. ULTRASONIC BACKSCATTERED NOISE FROM A 
PERIODICALLY ROUGH FLUID-SOLID SURFACE: TIME DOMAIN 
RESPONSE OF FINITE BEAMS 
A paper to be submitted to the Journal of the Acoustical Society of America 
Y. Guo, R. B. Thompson, and F. J. Margetan 
Center for Nondestructive Evaluation 
Iowa State University 
Ames, IA 50011 
Abstract. The scattering of an ultrasonic plane wave by a liquid-solid interface with periodic 
roughness has been the topic of extensive past study motivated by the question of how backscattered 
ultrasonic noise limits various nondestructive evaluation measurements. The problem has been re­
examined in the time domain. Previous work is extended to treat the case of a finite beam incident on 
the interface in two-dimensions. Two time domain theories that can predict ultrasonic backscattered 
noise due to a periodically rough entry surface in a pulse/echo immersion test are presented, the first, 
an exact result and the second, a computationally efficient engineering approximation. Experimental 
verifications of the theories are presented at both normal incidence and oblique incidence. The 
predictions are compared to experiment, with good agreement between the theory and the experiment 
observed in most cases. Practical implications of the theory for ultrasonic flaw detection and 
materials characterization are also discussed. 
INTRODUCTION 
Lord Rayleigh initiated the study of scattering of plane waves from a periodically rough 
interface1. He examined this problem by postulating the scattered field to be an infinite sum 
over out-going plane waves scattered into discrete angles as given by the diffraction grating 
equation, everywhere on and above the surface, even within the grooves. This has become 
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known as the Rayleigh hypothesis. Since then many analytical approaches have been 
developed and the validity of the Rayleigh hypothesis has been questioned and investigated. 
The reader can refer to a review by Bishop and Smith2 for various techniques in recent 
literature and their applicable ranges. 
Among recent results, the scattering of ultrasonic plane waves by a periodically rough 
fluid-solid surface has been examined by Chuang and Johnson3 using Waterman's method 
involving the extended boundary conditions4. Claeys et al.5 treated the same problem by 
equating the Fourier coefficients of periodic boundary conditions, thereby generating a 
system of simultaneous linear equations. The scattering of a finite beam of elastic waves 
from a traction-free solid-air boundary of periodic profile has been investigated by Roberts at 
al.6 in the frequency domain. 
An important phenomenon that has been observed in elastic wave scattering from 
periodic surfaces is the existence of sharp minima in the spectra of the scattered waves.7,8 
These minima have been interpreted as being the consequence of bulk to surface wave mode 
conversions at the periodic boundaries. In an ultrasonic pulse/echo immersion test, these 
mode-converted surface waves can reradiate as bulk waves back to the transducer and cause 
a decaying tail signal following the signal directly reflected from the interface (e.g., see Fig. 
6 of Ref. 6 or Fig. 4 of Ref. 8). In ultrasonic NDE, these tail signals act as backscattered 
noise. They can obscure flaw signals and place a fundamental limitation on the ability to 
detect flaws, as quantified by the Probability of Detection (POD). In addition, noise 
backscattered from microstructure can be used to characterize a material. Surface roughness 
can also lead to ultrasonic noise that can interfere with this ability. 
In the present paper, a model is established to predict backscattered noise by a periodic 
fluid-solid surface in an ultrasonic pulse/echo immersion test where a finite beam is incident 
on the interface, as distinct from the plane wave incidence case previously treated. Emphasis 
is placed on the behavior of the signals in the time domain. Included is a discussion of the 
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relationship of the topology of the interface to the absolute level of noise observed. 
Comparison of theoretical and experimental results is given. An example of the application 
of the model to industrial components is presented. 
The two-dimensional problem which we solve is shown in Fig. 1. In an ultrasonic 
pulse/echo immersion test system, the broadband transducer transmits a finite beam incident 
on the periodic interface (not necessarily sinusoidal) separating the water and the solid. The 
solid is assumed to be homogenous and isotropic. The received time domain signals of the 
transducer are calculated. The overall strategy of the model can be described as follows. 
First, the bounded beam of the transducer is represented as an angular spectrum of plane 
waves. For each plane wave, we compute the diffracted fields produced by the given rough 
interface using an existing plane wave scattering theory5. Then we superimpose the solutions 
of individual plane waves to obtain the total diffracted fields produced when the transducer 
illuminates the surface. Auld's electromechanical reciprocity relation9 is used to calculate 
transducer responses in the frequency domain. Finally we take an inverse Fourier transform 






FIG. 1 Configuration of the problem 
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Theory for Plane Wave Illumination 
The plane wave scattering problem is shown in Fig. 2. The problem is assumed to be 
independent of the y coordinate. The fluid-solid interface is given by z = f(x) with/fx+A) = 
f(x), where A is the spatial periodicity of the rough surface. Let the velocity potential of the 
incident plane wave be 
p, = . (1) 
When considering time harmonic fields, the time dependence factor exp(-icot) will be 
assumed implicitly. The scattered waves are represented by their velocity potentials <Pm(x,z), 
which satisfy the wave equation 
(2) 
ox dz vm 
where m = r, d, s, denote the reflected waves, the transmitted longitudinal waves, and the 
transmitted transverse waves, respectively, vm is the corresponding wave propagation speed, 
and a)is the angular frequency. <pm must also satisfy boundaries conditions on z = j{x): (i) 
normal velocity continuous, (ii) normal traction continuous, (iii) shear traction vanishing. 
\ / 
Fluid \ / ,+i 
/^\ 
W V 
Solid A 0 (longitudinal) 
0 (transverse) 
z 
FIG. 2. Configuration of the plane wave scattering problem 
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We use the method proposed by Claeys e t  a l 5  to solve the above defined problem. 
According to the method, one can represent the desired potentials by infinite series, i.e. 
(3) 
Z— 
with k given by the diffraction grating formula 
+Z(2^/vl), f = 0, ±1, ±2,..., (4) 
and 
(5) 
The Rayleigh hypothesis is invoked in constructing these approximate solutions since only 
out-going and inhomogeneous plane waves are included within the grooves of the surface. In 
other words, no multiple scattering by the grooves is taken into account. A general system of 
linear equations from which Ami can be numerically computed is derived in the Appendix of 
Ref. 5. An estimate of numerical errors is also given in the same paper. 
As an example, let the periodic interface be between water (p = 1000 kg/m3, vr = 1480 
m/s) and brass (p = 8100 kg/m3, = 4700 m/s, v, = 2100 m/s) and the surface be given by z = 
-(h/2)cos(2m/A) with A = 250 /um, h = 20 jum. The normally incident plane wave is given 
by % = exp(izo.)/vr) where co = I/zf. Figure 3 shows the amplitudes of diffracted 0 and +1 
orders A*». AritAdo, A(u, and A.v;. The numerical calculations were performed by truncating 
the infinite series of Eq. (3) to a finite sum, with I running from -8 to +8. The terms with I = 
0 described the familiar reflected and transmitted waves for a planar surface, as modified by 
the roughness. The I = 1 terms describe some of the roughness induced fields 
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Frequency (MHz) Frequency (MHz) 
Frequency (MHz) Frequency (MHz) 
Frequency (MHz) 
FIG. 3. The amplitudes of diffracted 0 and +1 orders for the example problem defined in the text. 
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that would not exist for the planar surface. The results indicate that there is a strong change 
in the zero-order reflection at 5.9 MHz. At the same frequency, the plots of Arj, Adi, and Asj 
show a sharp peak. Examination of the wave vectors, Kri, Kdu and Ksi, of the diffracted 
waves of+1 order show them to be imaginary, indicating that this solution is bound to the 
surface. The relative complex values of Am/ and A',,,/ indicate that this is a Scholte wave, 
having a speed (co/ki) of 1475 m/s. The Scholte wave is the superposition of 3 
inhomogeneous waves in the fluid and the solid10. The speed of the Scholte wave is sli ghtly 
less than the sound speed in the fluid, and its energy is mainly in the fluid. In addition to the 
Scholte wave, the Rayleigh type of surface wave has also been excited at 7.9 MHz as 
indicated by peaks in the plots of Adi and Asj whose corresponding z components of the wave 
vector Kdi and KsI are also imaginary. These Scholte and Rayleigh surface waves are really 
the sources of roughness induced noise as will be shown in the discussion of time domain 
theories. The particle displacement patterns for these waves are shown in the Fig. 4 for a 
planar, water-aluminum interface. By symmetry, Am./ behaves in the same way as Am/. 
When incidence is not normal, the behavior of the I = ±1 diffracted modes is different. 
Figure 5 shows the amplitudes of reflected 0 and ±1 orders Aro, ArS, Ar.i for various incident 
angles. It can be seen that, for Ari, the frequency where the Scholte wave occurs increases 
with the incident angle. From Eq. (4), the frequency can be found to be 
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FIG. 5. The amplitudes of reflected 0 and ±1 orders for various incident angles for the example 
problem defined in the text. 
/ = (6) 
where vSch is the velocity of the Scholte wave, 6 is the incident angle. For Ar.h the frequency 
where the Scholte wave occurs decreases with the incident angle. Similarly, the frequency 




I l l  
The behavior of Ar0 is more complex that at normal incidence because of the splitting of 
the degenerous of the / = ±1 diffracted fields. 
For the case of oblique incidence, it is also useful to find the frequency where 
backscattering occurs, i.e, where the reflected direction is the inverse of the incident direction 
for one of the diffraction orders. This means that, in the backscattered direction, we have 
kt = -kx = -k sin 6. (8) 
Substitution of Eq. (8) into Eq. (4) yields 
/= ,v 
2/1 sin (9) 
I has to be negative if <9is positive, and vice versa. 
Theory for Finite Beam Illumination 
A finite beam can be expressed as a superposition of plane waves. Consider first the case 
of a two-dimensional, Gaussian transducer, illuminating the rough surface at normal 
inc idence  f rom the  p lane  z -
Assume that in the plane z  = the beam of the transducer has a Gaussian cross-sectional 
variation11 in velocity potential (p with 
= (10) 
where is a constant amplitude, wo is the half width of the Gaussian, and Ro is the radius of 
curvature of the wavefronts. The beam is converging for R() > 0 and diverging for R0 < 0. In 
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the former case, Ro is the geometrical focal point, i.e. the focal point that would be predicted 
by a ray analysis. A is the acoustic wavelength. In the far field and near focal planes, the 
fields of a piston transducer are sometimes approximated by those of a Gaussian when wg is 
chosen to have the value wo = 0.7517a, where a is the radius of the piston11. 
The spatial Fourier transform of <pin the plane z = ^is 
) = f ^ , J-co ^ Qf 
where 
1 z# 
^  =  +  — -
"o 
For each value of kx, <j> defines the amplitude of a plane wave that will propagate in 
accordance with the usual laws. Hence, in any plane z, we can represent the velocity 
potential as an angular spectrum of plane waves of the form 
z) = — r . (13) 
2^-
By discretizing the integral, we get 
t>(x , z )  =  — f  . (14) 
Hence, the velocity potential produced by a Gaussian transducer is expressed as the 





and wave vectors 
k - ymAk.-Jk2 - (rtiAk)2 j . (16) 
The total diffracted field of the finite beam is a superposition of the diffracted fields due 
to each component plane wave of Eq. (14). The diffracted field of a single plane wave is 
given by Eq. (3). In practical numerical evaluation, the inhomogeneous plane waves in Eq. 
(14) can be ignored as their amplitudes decrease exponentially with distance from the 
transducer and are negligible for realistic water paths. 
As an example, consider the previously examined water-brass interface. The two-
dimensional Gaussian transducer is taken to have a width of 0.95 cm as measured by the e1 
amplitude points and a geometrical focal length of 10.16 cm in water. The transducer is 
immersed in the water and the transducer beam is normally incident on the surface. The 
water path is 5.08 cm. The magnitudes of longitudinal wave velocity potentials in the solid at 
a depth of 1.27 cm were calculated and the results are shown in Fig. 6 for h = 0 and h = 20 
pan. The surface roughness has reduced the magnitude of the beam on the transducer axis 
considerably in this example. As a result, it can be anticipated that surface roughness will 
also reduce the amplitudes of flaw echoes inside the solid. 
Consider next the case of a two-dimensional, Gaussian transducer, illuminating the rough 
surface at oblique incidence at an incident angle 0 from the plane z = under the coordinate 
system (V, z), as shown in Figure 7. 
The finite beam of the transducer can still be expressed as a superposition of plane waves 
as has been done in the case of normal incidence. Under the coordinate system (x, z'), the 
plane wave components of the incident beam have the same forms as given in Equations 
(14), (15), and (16), except that x and z are replaced by x and z. Now we express these 
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FIG. 6. Beam cross section in the solid without and with surface roughness. 
Transducer 
Water Rough Surface 
Solid 
FIG. 7. Configuration of the finite beam scattering problem for oblique incidence. 
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which is used in the theory for plane wave illumination. This is done by a coordinate 
transform, i.e. 
M cos 6 - sin (f" fxl 
y, ^sin# cos#, 
(17) 
Therefore, the velocity potential of the incident field is the superposition of plane harmonic 
waves of the form 
11)——oo 
. i^mAkcose+^jk2-(m&k)2 sin9jJi:+(-">àksinS+^k2-(màk)2 cossjz 
-ZXA- Q • (18) 
The component plane waves have amplitudes 
(19) 
and wave vectors 
k  ~ (  m A k  cos 0  +  * J k 2  - ( m A k ) 2  sin 0 , - m A k  sin 0  +  - J k 2  -  ( m A k ) 2  cos d ) . (20) 
Again, the total diffracted field of the finite beam is a superposition of the diffracted 
fields due to each component plane wave of Eq. (18). The diffracted field of a single plane 
wave is given by Eq. (3). 
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Time Domain Response of Finite Beams 
Denoting the total velocity potential in the fluid by (p, which is a sum of the incident field 
and the total diffracted field due to finite beam illumination, we can compute the 
corresponding velocity and stress fields (v, T) as follows: 
v = + (21) 
ox oz 
T = XX xz (22) 
(23) 
r = = r = = 0 .  ( 2 4 )  
The observed signal T{co) due to the rough surface in the pulse/echo test of Fig. 1 can 
then be computed using Auld's electromechanical reciprocity relation9 
r < ' " ) = 7 5 i  ( v , ' T 2 - v , - T , ) . n & .  ( 2 5 )  
4r 
where the velocity and stress fields (v, ,T, ) are the fields that would have been produced in 
the fluid, in the absence of the solid, in response to an incident electrical signal, carrying 
power P in the transducer. The fields (v2,T2) are the fields that would be produced in the 
fluid, in the presence of the solid if the fields had been excited by an incident electrical 
signal, carrying power P in the transducer. The integration is carried out over a surface ,S> in 
the fluid whose inward directed normal is n (Fig. 8). Sp can be any surface between the 
transducer and the interface. In our calculations. Sp is given by z = -h/2 while the interface is 
given by z = -(/z/2)cos(2;zx/A). The dependence of v and T on P is controlled by the 
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efficiency of the transducer. We can eliminate this dependence through the use of a 
reference waveform. Formally, P can be determined by taking a reference signal rR(co) from 
a planar, fluid-solid interface using the same transducer at the same water path and by using 
Eq. (25) for FR((Û). Then we have 
where the subscript R denotes the reference experiment. This is also a normalization process 
which, to the first order, can correct for the amplitude differences of radiation fields between 
a two-dimensional transducer and a corresponding three-dimensional transducer so that we 
can compare 2-D theory and 3-D experiment. 
The time domain response of the transducer due to the rough surface is the inverse 
Fourier transform of l\co). 
ILLUSTRATIVE NUMERICAL RESULTS 
Since the theory for plane wave scattering uses the Rayleigh hypothesis which is valid 
when the maximum slope of the surface is less than 0.44812' 13, the surfaces used in our 
illustrative numerical calculations will not exceed this limit. 
I» _ mk (26) 






FIG. 8. Calculation geometry. 
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As shown in Ref. 5, the solutions for plane wave scattering obtained by truncating the 
infinite series of Eq. (3) to a finite sum with I e (- 8,8) converge and give acceptable 
accuracy when the conservation of energy is concerned. Therefore, the numerical 
calculations presented here make truncation of Eq. (3) with I in this range. 
Another important parameter that governs the convergence of final solutions is Ak in Eq. 
(14). Ak has to be small enough to guarantee the solutions are converged. The authors made 
no efforts to find a general law for choosing the value of Ak. We found empirically that the 
solutions converged in our calculations when Ak < k!3000. 
In the numerical calculations in this section, we consider the same periodic interfaces 
between water and brass unless otherwise mentioned, and the surfaces are given by 
z = -(h/2)cos(2m/A). These parameters are chosen to produce time domain, bound beam 
plots corresponding to the plane wave, frequency domain plots in Fig. 3. The two-
dimensional Gaussian transducer has a width of 0.95 cm as measured by the e1 amplitude 
points and a geometrical focal length of 10.16 cm in water. The transducer is immersed in 
the water and the transducer beam is normally incident on the surface unless otherwise 
mentioned. We assume that the reference signal from a planar water-brass interface with 
water path of 10.16 cm is a raised cosine given by 
(27) 
0 otherwise 
where fc is the center frequency of the transducer, chosen to be 8 MHz, R(t) is shown in Fig. 
9 (a). Assume that the spectrum of R(t) is FR((Û) which is used to obtain P with the use of Eq. 
(25) when the interface is taken to be planar. rR{oj) is shown in Fig. 9 (b). 
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For a rough interface, the signal received by the transducer is assumed to be V(r) whose 
spectrum is Fvico). /].<to) can be computed using Eq. (25) again when the interface is taken 
to be rough after P is obtained from the reference signal FR((0). 
Figure 9(c) and Fig. 9(d) show the predicted signal for normal incidence on a brass 
surface with A = 250 /.on. h = 10 fan, and water path = 10.16 cm at two different vertical 
scales. The first part ( before 0.4 jus) of the signal is essentially the echo from a planar 
interface (slightly reduced in amplitude) at the same water path. Roughness induced noise 
can be seen following the surface echo in the expanded scale plot. The spectrum (Fig. 9(e)) 
of the signal from 0.5 JLLS to 4.0 JUS indicate that the noise primarily occurs in two frequency 
bands, peaking at 5.9 and 7.9 MHz, respectively. As noted previously, the former 
corresponds to the excitation of the Scholte wave while the latter corresponds to the 
excitation of the Rayleigh wave. The wavelengths of these surface waves are equal to the 
periodicity of the surface grooves at the respective frequencies. 
Figure 9(f) shows the effect of magnitude of roughness on noise. For the same transducer 
and water path, the larger the magnitude of roughness, the higher the roughness induced 
noise. By empirically fitting calculations with h ranging from 0 to 30 jLùn, it was found that 
the magnitude of the roughness-induced noise is approximately proportional to h1'9 for this 
particular case. Later we will show that the power of h is dependent on the periodicity of the 
surface grooves which, in turn, determines the frequency where the roughness-induced noise 
primarily occurs. 
Figure 10 shows the predicted signals for A = 250 fjm, h = 20 fm for three incident 
angles: (a) 15 degrees, (c) 19.5 degrees, and (e) 25 degrees. The transducer and the reference 
signal are the same as above. The water path is 10.16 cm along the transducer axis. Figures 
10(b), 10(d), and 10(f) show the spectra of the signals in Figures 10(a), 10(c), and 10(e), 
respectively. Contributions from the specular reflections (zero order) have vanished as they 
don't go back to the transducer for oblique incidence in pulse/echo inspections. The received 
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signals are due to reflections of -1 order. Their peak frequencies are determined by Eq. (9) 
with / = -1. These signals do not occurs at a single frequency because the transducer 
produces a bound beam which can be decomposed into plane waves of varied incident 
angles. 
A significant observation from Fig. 10 is that a ringing signal, analogous to that seen in 
Fig. 9, is produced only in the case of 19.5-degree incidence. This can be explained as 
follows. The transducer only receives a significant signal from reflections of -1 order when 
the frequency is given by Eq. (9). The ringing signals are produced by the excitation of the 
Scholte wave which occurs at a frequency given by Eq. (6). For significant backscattering to 
occur, followed by ringing, these two frequencies must be equal and this gives 
When the fluid is water, 0is approximately equal to 19.5 degrees independent of the 
periodicity of the rough surface. 
Figure 11 shows the effect of material properties on noise. In the calculations, four 
periodic interfaces were used which are between water and: (1) aluminum {p = 2780 kg/m3, 
Vd = 6390 fti/s, vs = 3167 m/s), (2) stainless steel (p= 7850 kg/m , vj = 5790 m/s, vs = 3100 
m/s), (3) polycrystalline alumina (/) = 3970 = 11293 m/?, Vj = 7092 mA), (4) rigid 
body. For all four interfaces, A = 478.5 jam, h = 47 jum. A broadband transducer with width 
(2wo) of 1.871 cm and geometrical focal length of 27.432 cm was used. The water path for 
all four calculations is 21.59 cm. The noises for these cases are essentially the same, 
indicating that the properties of the solid do not play an important role, at least for the range 
of parameters examined. This conclusion is consistent with the idea that the Scholte wave, 
with most of its energy in the water, is the controlling phenomena and that all of these 
materials have sufficiently high acoustic impedance with respect to water to act as a rigid 
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interface. To further test this idea, the solution for a rigid interface has been developed (see 
Appendix) and plotted, with good agreement with the other results. 
CONTROLLED LABORATORY COMPARISONS BETWEEN 2-D THEORY AND 3-
D EXPERIMENT 
Electron discharge machining techniques were used to produce sinusoidal profiles on the 
surfaces of an aluminum block and a stainless steel block. In the experiment three different 
periodic surfaces were used: (1) aluminum (p = 2785 kg/m3, = 6390 m/s, vs = 3167 m/s) 
with yi = 478.5 and A = 47 (2) stainless steel (/) = 7850 = 5752 m/s, v., = 
3136 /%/?) with yl = 478.5 /an and A = 29 and (3) stainless steel with vi = 478.5 /an and A 
= 12 fan. Figure 12 shows the surface profiles of these samples measured by a proptometer 
along with the profile of a surface ground flat. The values for A and h arc obtained by fitting 
the surface profile to a single sinusoid. 
A 5 MHz broadband transducer with diameter of 2.49 cm and geometrical focal length of 
27.43 cm was used in the measurements. The sound speed in the water is 1483 m/s. The 
results in this paper are for a pulse/echo immersion configuration and the experimental setup 
is shown in Fig. 13. 
In the experiment, normally ( 0 = 0 )  reflected reference signals from a flat entry surface, 
made of the same material as the specimen with the rough interface, were first measured at 
various water paths (distances between the transducer face and the entry surface along the 
transducer axis). These echoes were used as the reference signals in the theoretical 
calculations to obtain predicted signals arising from a given rough entry surface at the same 
water paths. The two-dimensional Gaussian transducer used in the theoretical calculations 
has a width of 1.871 cm (= 0.7517 x 2.489) as measured by the e1 amplitude points and a 
geometrical focal length of 27.432 cm. These parameters were chosen to give best fit to the 
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FIG. 9. Predicted responses at normal incidence for the example problem. (a)The reference signal 
R(t). (b) Spectrum of the reference signal, (c), (d) Predicted signal for A = 250 fxm, h = 10 jum, 
waterpath = 10.16 cm. (e) Spectrum of the signal from 0.5 fis to 4.0 jus in (d). (f) Comparison of 
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FIG. 10. Predicted responses at oblique incidence for the example problem with A - 250 /um, h = 
20 jum and three incident angles, (a) Incident at 15 degrees, (b) Spectrum of the signal in (a), (c) 
Incident at 19.5 degrees, (d) Spectrum of the signal in (c). (e) Incident at 25 degrees, (f) Spectrum 
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FIG. 12. Surface profiles, (a) Aluminum with A = 478.5 fan and h = 47 fan. (b) Stainless steel with A 
= 478.5 fan and h = 29 fim. (c) Stainless steel with A - 478.5 fim and h =12 fan. (d) Aluminum 
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FIG. 13. Experimental setup 
surface were then measured. 
Fig. 14 shows the reflected signals from the rough surface of the aluminum block for five 
different water paths at normal incidence: (a) and (b) water path = 38.1 cm; (c) and (d) water 
path = 27.43 cm; (e) and (f) water path = 21.59 cm; (g) and (h) water path = 12.7 cm; and (i) 
and (j) water path = 5.08 cm. Each signal is presented in two scales, allowing examination of 
both the directly reflected signal (early part of the signal, i.e., the specular reflection) and the 
surface noise after the specular reflection. Shown also on the low magnification scales are 
the reference signals from a flat entry surface at the same water paths. The slight reduction 
in the specular reflection is predicted well for all five cases. As far as the roughness induced 
noise (late part of the signal) is concerned, the agreement between theory and experiment is 
best when the water path is close to the focal length of the transducer (21.59 cm case) and 
worst when the water path is the shortest. This result is not surprising, since the parameters 
for the Gaussian probe used in the theory were selected to best fit the behavior of a piston 
probe near the focal plane. 
Figure 15 shows the comparison for incidence at 19.3 degrees in the water 
(corresponding to the production of a 45 degrees shear wave in the solid) for five different 
water paths: (a) water path = 38.1 cm; (b) water path = 27.43 cm; (c) water path = 21.59 cm; 
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(d) water path = 12.7 cm; and (e) water path = 5.08 cm. As would be expected, the front 
surface signal is much smaller, having a roughness-induced component but no specular 
component. The roughness-induced noise has also changed shape considerably. The theory 
is in semi-quantitative agreement with experiment, with the results again being best for water 
paths near the focal length of the transducer. The poor agreement in Figure 15 (e) is again 
because the Gaussian probe used in the theory cannot properly describe the behavior of a 
piston probe at the near field. 
Figure 16 shows the reflected signals from two stainless steel rough surfaces at the water 
paths of 38.1 cm, 27.43 cm, 21.59 cm, 12.7 cm, and 5.08 cm for normal incidence. Figures 
16 (a) and 16 (b) show the results for the water path of 38.1 cm with h being 29 |i,m and 12 
j.im, respectively. For Figs. 16 (c) and 16 (d), the water path is 27.43 cm with h being 29 fim 
and 12 jim, respectively. For Figs. 16 (e) and 16 (f), the water path is 21.59 cm with h being 
29 jim and 12 jim, respectively. For Figs. 16 (g) and 16 (h), the water path is 12.7 cm with h 
being 29 pm and 12 jim, respectively. For Figs. 16 (i) and 16 (j), the water path is 5.08 cm 
with h being 29 fim and 12 jim, respectively. It can be seen that the agreement of theory and 
experiment is again good, with best results near the focal plane. 
We have defined a quantity to quantitatively describe how good the agreement between 
theory and experiment is for all cases we have studied, including normal incidence and 
oblique incidence. Denoting this quantity as g, we first calculated the envelopes of the 
measured signal and the predicted signal via the Hilbert transform14, and then the mean 
squared error (designated by cf) of these two envelopes was computed, along with the mean 
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FIG. 14. Reflected signals from the aluminum entry surface with A = 478.5 fan and h = 47 /»«. The 
angle of incidence is 6 = 0. (a), (b) Water path = 38.1 cm. (c), (d) Water path = 27.43 cm. (e), (f) 
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FIG. 15. Reflected signals from the aluminum entry surface with A = 478.5 jum and h = 47 jum. The 
incident angle is 19.3 degrees, (a) Water path = 38.1 cm. (b) Water path = 27.43 cm. (c) Water path 
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FIG. 16. Reflected signals from the stainless steel entry surfaces with 0= 0 degree, A = 478.5 fan. (a) 
Water path = 38.1 cm, h = 29 fan. (b) Water path = 38.1 cm, h = 12 fini, (c) Water path = 27.43 cm, 
h = 29 fan. (d) Water path = 27.43 cm, h =12 fim. (e) Water path = 21.59 cm, h = 29 jutn. (f) Water 
p a t h  =  2 1 . 5 9  c m ,  h  = 1 2  f a n .  ( g )  W a t e r  p a t h  =  1 2 . 7  c m ,  h  =  2 9  f i m .  ( h )  W a t e r  p a t h  =  1 2 . 7  c m ,  h  = 1 2  
fim. (i) Water path = 5.08 cm, h = 29 fan. (f) Water path = 5.08 cm, h =12 fim. 
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This is a measure of the ability of the model to predict the shape at the entire waveform, not 
just its peak value. For a perfect agreement, g is equal to 1.0. The worse the agreement, the 
smaller the value of g. If g is larger than 0.5, the agreement will be considered to be 
reasonable, as can be seen by examining Fig. 14 (j), for which g is 0.51. 
Fig. 17 shows g as a function of water path for both the aluminum surface and the steel 
surfaces. Examination of this plot indicates that the theory will break down when the water 
path becomes very short compared to the focal length of the transducer. This is because the 
Gaussian beam assumed in Eq. (10) becomes a poorer representation of the beam for very 
short water paths as shown in Figure 18. The agreement for the steel surfaces is not as good 
as that for the aluminum surface. This is most possibly because there is a larger deviation of 
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FIG. 17. Quantitative description on how good the agreement between theory and experiment is. For 
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FIG. 18. Beam cross-sections for the circular transducer used in the measurements (Piston) and for 
the two-dimensional Gaussian transducer used in the theoretical calculations (Gaussian). The 
magnitudes are in arbitrary unit and their absolute values are not comparable, (a) Water path = 38.1 
cm. (b) Water path = 27.43 cm. (c) Water path = 21.59 cm. (d) Water path = 12.7 cm. (e) Water 
path = 5.08 cm. 
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AN EXAMPLE OF THE APPLICATION OF THE MODELS TO INDUSTRIAL 
COMPONENTS 
As a further test, the model described above was also used to predict surface noise for 
industrial parts provided by an aircraft engine manufacturer. The material is nickel-based 
supperalloy (p— 7861 kg/m3, vj = 6094 m/s, v.s. = 3268 m/s). Figure 19 shows the measured 
surface profile for an engine rotor blade along with the spatial Fourier transform of the 
surface profile. In the spatial Fourier transform of the profile, there is a strong peak at a 
frequency of about 0.0065 fori1, corresponding to a periodicity of 154 jum. The second and 
the third harmonics are also clearly visible. The surface doesn't resemble a single sinusoid. 
Nevertheless, to predict surface noise, we first approximated the surface by a single sinusoid 
with A = 154 jum and h = 5 f.im. The rational for this approximation was that the higher 
spatial harmonics of the roughness would influence the noise at a different frequency. A 10 
MHz broadband transducer with diameter of 0.87 cm and geometrical focal length of 10.05 
cm was used in the measurements and calculations (with WQ taken to be 0.66 cm) of surface 
noises. The sound speed in the water is again taken to be 1483 m/s. The results are for a 
pulse/echo immersion configuration and the experimental setup is as shown in Fig. 13. The 
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FIG. 19. Surface profile for a real part of an aircraft engine rotor blade with A = 154 jum and h = 5 
jum. (a) Surface profile, (b) Spatial Fourier transform of the surface profile. 
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Figure 20 (a) shows the reference signal from a flat entry surface, made of the same 
material, at the water path of 6.096 cm. The reference signal was used to predict the surface 
noise that can be compared directly to measured noise. Figure 20 (b) shows the predicted 
noise along with the measured noise for comparison. The model does a good job for the 
early part of the surface noise, but the agreement is poor for the later part of the signal. A 
series of additional calculations, relaxing some of the assumptions made in the initial 
analysis, to try to pinpoint the cause of the discrepancy, were then made. 
A superposition of multiple sinusoids can give a better approximation of the real surface 
profile. A series consisting of seven sinusoids, from fundamental component up to the sixth 
harmonic, were used in synthesizing the profile. The synthesized surface is given by 
z = -0.090909&[8.27cos(2%-0.0065% + 1.9214)+ 3.3cos(2^0.013x-1.4538)+ 
1.17 cos(2^0.0195%+ 1.7446) +1.33 cos(2^0.026z - 0.4224)+ 
1.71 cos(2^0.0325% +1.703)+1.77 cos(2^0.039x - 2.4996)+ 
1.15cos(2^0.0455x - 0.8493)] ^ 
Experiment 
Theory 
Time (microseconds) Time (microseconds) 
FIG. 20. (a) The reference signal, (b) Comparison of the measured surface noise and the predicted 
noise using a single sinusoid to approximate the surface. 
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where the coordinates x and z are defined in Fig. 2, h is the peak-to-valley height (h = 5 jum 
for this case). The predicted surface, shown in Figure 21 (a), compares well with the 
measured value shown in Figure 19 (a). 
Figure 21 (b) compares the measured surface noise and the predicted noise using the 
surface profile given in Eq. (30). The predicted result is very similar to that using a single 
sinusoid. This indicates that the specific form of periodic surfaces, other than the periodicity 
and the peak-to-valley height, doesn't influence roughness-induced noises very much. In 
accordance with our initial hypothesis, a single sinusoid will be adequate to approximate a 
periodic surface in most cases as long as the periodicity and the peak-to-valley height of the 
singl e sinusoid are approximately equal to that of the surface. 
In the theoretical predictions made so far, the transducers were assumed to produce a 
Gaussian beam as given by Eq. (10). The single Gaussian beam model generally gives good 
approximation for the main lobe of the beam of a piston transducer beyond the near field and 
for the fields of a focused probe near the focal plane. However, the Gaussian model ignores 
Experiment 
Theory 
500 1000 1500 
Surface distance (microns) Time (microseconds) 
FIG. 21. (a) The surface profile approximated by multiple sinusoids, (b) Comparison of the measured 
surface noise and the predicted noise using multiple sinusoids to approximate the surface. 
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the side lobes and other diffraction related phenomena that may be important in other 
regions. For a transducer producing a wide beam on the rough surface like the one we used 
earlier for the aluminum and steel samples, the contribution of the main lobe of the beam to 
surface noise dominates the first few microseconds of the noise. Our experience indicated 
that the single Gaussian beam model can give good results for the magnitude of the 
backscattered noise for up to 5 microseconds for those cases. For a transducer producing a 
narrow beam on the rough surface, like the one employed in the measurements reported in 
this section, the contribution of the main lobe of the beam to surface noise might only 
dominate the first one or two microseconds of the noise. Therefore, the poor agreement for 
the later portions of the noise produced by the single Gaussian beam model may have their 
origins in the side lobes of the beam. 
To test this hypothesis, the transducer is modeled as a two-dimensional piston. The finite 
beam can still be expressed as a superposition of plane waves. On the face of the transducer 
(z = £), the beam of the piston transducer has a cross-sectional variation in velocity potential 
^with 
where Ço is a constant amplitude, a is the radius of the real transducer, RQ is the radius of 
curvature of the wavefronts. The beam is converging for Ro> 0 and diverging for RQ < 0. In 
the former case, RQ is the geometrical focal point, i.e. the focal point that would be predicted 
by a ray analysis. A is the acoustic wavelength. 
The spatial Fourier transform of <j) 'm the plane z = £is 
a< x< a 
otherwise 0, (31) 
(32) 
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The integral in Eq. (32) has to be evaluated numerically. 
As we have done for a Gaussian transducer, for each value of kx, </> defines a plane wave 
that will propagate in accordance with the usual laws. Hence, Eqs. (13) - (16) can again be 
used to express the transducer beam as a superposition of plane waves. 
Figure 22 (a) compares the beam cross-sections of the Gaussian transducer and the piston 
transducer on the surface with a water path of 6.096 cm. The side lobes in the beam of the 
piston transducer are clearly significant with respect to those of the Gaussian. 
Figure 22 (b) compares the measured surface noise and the predicted noise using this 
piston transducer model. The surface was modeled as a single sinusoid with A = 154 fim and 
h — 5 fun. Now the agreement between theory and experiment is very good for a long 
duration of the noise, establishing that the full side-lobe structure of the beam needs to be 
taken into account for later times. 
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FIG. 22. (a) Comparison of the beam cross-sections of the Gaussian transducer and the piston 
transducer on the surface, (b) Comparison of the measured surface noise and the predicted noise 
using a single sinusoid to approximate the surface and describing the transducer as a piston (rather 
than the Gaussian approximation used in Fig. 21 (b)). 
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MECHANISTIC IMPLICATIONS OF NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DERIVATION 
OF A SIMPLIFIED ENGINEERING MODEL 
The previous numerical results revealed that two physical processes control the scattering 
from a periodically rough surface as shown in Fig. 23 for the case of normal incidence: (1) 
when an incident wave hits the surface, part of its energy is directly reflected in various 
directions and the transducer picks up the reflected wave in the backscattered direction. For 
normal incidence, the backscattered wave is the reflection of 0 order. For oblique incidence, 
the backscattered wave is the reflection of -1 order of a particular frequency governed by Eq. 
(9); (2) when the incident wave hits a ridge on the surface, part of its energy is mode-
converted into the Scholte wave and the Ray lei gh wave, with the majority of the energy 
being carried by the former. The Scholte wave travels along the surface and reradiate as a 
bulk wave back into the fluid when it passes by other ridges. The transducer can receive the 
reradiated bulk wave and the ringing signal following the directly backscattered wave is the 
result. 
The theory presented in the second section is quite rigorous in a two-dimensional sense. 
However, it is computationally intensive and the technique utilized only applies to flat 
surfaces. Fortunately, it has helped us identify the controlling physical phenomena. This 
r* 
z 
/ Scholte wave reradiates as bulk wave 
Directly backscattered wave Incident wave, 
h Water 
Solid 
Mode-converted Scholte wave 
FIG. 23. Schematic of underlying physics of scattering from rough surfaces 
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gives us insights to formulate a much simpler engineering model that contains some 
adjustable parameters. We then use the rigorous theory to calibrate these parameters by 
fitting the results of the simplified theory to that of the rigorous theory. The simplified 
theory is derived in the following sections. 
Oblique Incidence on Flat Interfaces 
The configuration of the simplified scattering problem for oblique incidence on flat 
interfaces is shown in Fig. 24. Two coordinate systems are used. The (Y, z') system aligns 
with the probe with z' direction being the transducer axis. The (x, z) system aligns with the 
interface. The incident plane z = d is an arbitrary plane that is parallel to the transducer face and lies 
between the transducer and the interface. The incident plane is so chosen that it intersects with the 






FIG. 24. Configuration of the simplified scattering problem for oblique incidence. The height of the 
ridges has been largely exaggerated. 
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plane and the interface coincides with the origin of the (x, z) coordinate system. 
Again we will treat the case of a two-dimensional Gaussian transducer. The radiation 
field of the transducer in the (X, z') coordinate system, in the frequency domain, is given by 
Eq. (13) which can be further simplified to" 
where 
x',z',#) = A w I (o) 
Wl 
j[yf(z')-iy(o}-kz-kx'2  /  2q(z 
g(/) = ^(o)+/ 
1 1 
^(0) /g(0) m,(0)= 
IV 
1 / 2  
_Im(l/g)_ 









We need an expression for the radiation field in the time domain. This can be obtained 
by taking an inverse Fourier transform of Eq. (33 ). Considering only the most rapidly 
varying terms in the exponent, we find 
c',z',f) = A M g-,"H,? ^ / 2!((z'))/v, ]. (39a) 
Let z') be the amplitude of f), and we have 
%')=A w1 (0) / *(zf g y[p(z')-p(o)] (39b) 
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We have neglected the frequency dependence of w(z) ,  yKz)  and R(z ' )  in this simple model. 
In the final expressions that are developed in this analysis, we will consider them to be 
evaluated at the center frequency of the ultrasonic pulse. 
Assume that the incident angle is 0(Fig. 24). Now we will express the incident wave in 
the (x, z) coordinate system. On the interface, the incident wave is approximately given by 
p'(x,t) = 0(x cos 0,d + xsin0,t) (40) 
where the superscript i  denotes the incident wave. 
First consider the direct backscattering process. The wave directly backscattered from a 
ridge is assumed to be proportional to the amplitude of the wave incident on the ridge, with 
the proportionality factor B being a function of the ridge height h, the incident angle 0, and 
the frequency/. Hence the directly backscattered wave, evaluated on the incident plane, 
from the ridge at x = x, is 
x, sin 0 (41) 
where the superscript d denotes the directly backscattered wave. The dependence of B on h, 
0and/will be determined by comparison to the exact theory. 
Next, consider the second process; mode conversion to a Scholte wave at one ridge and 
re-radiation into the bulk wave at a second ridge. We assume that the Scholte wave incident 
on the ridge at x = Xj as generated by mode conversion at the ridge at x = x; is 
4,f--
a, - X, ^ 
X/ > J, 




The factors S+ and S. describe the strength of the mode-converted Scholte waves that are 
generated in the + and - x directions by a ridge. 




1>J ^cA y 
(43b) 
where the subscripts "+" and indicate the direction of illumination. 
A third parameter, M, is introduced to describe the mode-conversion back to a bulk wave 
when these Scholte waves illuminate the ridge at xj. The total fields scattered back towards 
the illuminating transducer are then given by 
M-W) = (A, <9, /X (A, a,/)/ 
«] 
Xy-X, sin ^  
ScA T y 
+ 
•>] 
x l  , t  --





The output signal of the transducer, due to the incident delta function pulse of Eq. (40), is 
assumed to be 
^ M ~ Z cos 6», . (45) 
r^t) is actually the impulse response of the inspection system and the interface, i.e., the 
response of the inspection system and the interface to a incident delta function pulse. Hence, 
the output signal due to a incident pulse/(r) of finite duration will be 
r(') = .f{')®rs(t), (46) 
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where <8> denotes convolution. To find/(t) for a particular inspection, use a reference signal 
from a flat surface (without roughness) made of the same material at the same water path. 
Let FR(Î) be the reference signal and F^(t) be the impulse response of the inspection system 
and the flat surface in the reference experiment. /»(/) is still given by Equation (45). But in 
this case, the fields scattered back towards the illuminating transducer includes only the 
directly backscattered wave, i.e., the last term in Equation (44), because the Scholte wave is 
not generated by the flat surface. Then we have 
and f(t) can be obtained by deconvolution. We perform the deconvolution using the Wiener 
filtering approach in the frequency domain. Formally, let FR(co), F(ùj), and Fst{câ) be the 
Fourier transforms of FR(t),f(t), and F^(t), respectively, then we have 
We chose g to be 5% of the maximum value of \FsR(oi)\. f{t) is the inverse Fourier transform 
of F{io). Then we can use it to compute signals due to a given rough surface. 
In the simplified model, there are five adjustable parameters, i.e., B, 5+, S., M+, M. 
Since S and M always occur in combination, we define 
(47) 
G_ (A, % / ) = (A, % / )M_ (A, % / ) ' (49) 
Then the number of adjustable parameters reduces to 3. For normal incidence ( 0 =  0), we 
have 
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G+(A,0,/) = G_(A,0, /) = G(A,0, /), (50) 
and the number of adjustable parameters reduces to 2. 
For normal incidence, we assume 
a(&,o,/)=a-6x/r 
G(A,0, / )  =  cxA" 
(51) 
where a, b, and c are constants obtained by fitting the results of the simplified theory to that 
of the rigorous theory. Note that a constant term has been added to B to describe the specular 
reflection that must be considered at normal incidence, h is the peak-peak height of the 
rough surface, as measured in micrometers, m and n are constants, generally dependent on 
the frequency which, in turn, is dependent on the periodicity A of the surface grooves. 
Therefore, we express m and n as a function of A here. By a series of fittings for water-
aluminum interfaces with various values for A and h, ranging from 0 to 500 pan for A and 
from 0 to 50 jum for h, we found that 
where A is measured in micrometers. 
Figure 25 shows a few examples of predicted signals at normal incidence for water-
aluminum interfaces using the simplified theory. A 5 MHz broadband transducer with 
diameter of 2.49 cm and geometrical focal length of 27.43 cm was used in the calculations. 
The water path is 21.59 cm. The reference signal is given in Figure 14(e). Results from the 
rigorous theory are also shown in the same figure for comparison. Figures 25(a) and 25(b) 
o = 1.0965xl0^ 
6 = 4.845x10"* 
c =-6.7464x10-7 
m = 1.6 
(52) 
M = 2.2143-/1x1.4286 x 10^ 
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show the results for yi = 250 /an, A = 20 Figures 25(c) and 25(d) show the results for /I 
= 350 pan, h = 35 pun. Figures 25(e) and 25(f) show the results for A = 479 pun, h = 47 pan. 
These results indicate that the simplified theory can give reasonably accurate results as long 
as the adjustable parameters are calibrated. Computationally, the simplified theory is three 
orders faster than the rigorous theory. 
In oblique incidence, G+ is not equal to G. generally. For simplicity, we still assume that 
Eq. (50) holds approximately. B and G are given by Eq. (51) again. However, a, b, c, m, and 
n are different from that in the case of normal incidence and they are function of the incident 
angle. For each incident angle, a series of fittings have to be done to find the corresponding 
values for these adjustable parameters. For the incident angle of 19.3 degrees, these 
parameters have been calibrated and they arc 
4 = 8.179x10-3 
6 = 3.614x10^ 
c =-2.0444x10-7 . (53) 
m = 2.2143 - x 1.4286 x 10^ 
% = 2.2143-/1x1.4286 x 10^ 
Figure 26 shows two examples of predicted signals for the incident angle of 19.3 degrees for 
water-aluminum interfaces using both the simplified theory and the rigorous theory. The 
transducer and water path are the same as that used in the normal incidence case. The 
reference signal is given in Figure 9(a). Figure 26(a) shows the results for A = 250 pun, h -
20 pun. Figure 26(b) shows the results for A = 350 pan, h = 35 pan. As was seen in Figure 
10, the oblique incidence case has a considerably different time dependence which is 
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FIG. 25. Comparisons of the simplified theory and the rigorous theory in normal incidence for water-
aluminum interfaces, (a), (b) A = 250 /Mil, h = 20 /.an. (c), (d) A = 350 jjin, h = 35 /.un. (e), (f) A = 
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FIG. 26. Comparisons of the simplified theory and the rigorous theory for the incident angle of 19.3 
degrees for water-aluminum interfaces, (a) A = 250 /m, h = 20 /m. (b) A = 350 pan, h = 35 /.on. 
Normal Incidence on Curved Interfaces 
A major motivation for developing the simplified engineering model has been to treat the 
case of curved surfaces. 
The configuration of the simplified scattering problem for normal incidence on curved 
interfaces is shown in Fig. 27. The radius of curvature of the interface is r. The interface is 
concave for r > 0 and convex for r < 0. The interface (neglecting roughness) is given by 
a = rsin# 
a ,7 ( z = rcos0 + d -r 
where d is the distance between the transducer face and the interface along the axis of the 
transducer. 
The discussion of this case will be relatively concise since the nature of the 










FIG. 27. Configuration of the simplified scattering problem for normal incidence on curved 
interfaces. 
The radiation field of a two-dimensional Gaussian transducer is again given by Eqs. (33) 
- (39) with x and z being replaced by x and z, respectively. On the interface, the incident 
wave is given by 
where the superscript i  denotes the incident wave. 
The directly backscattered wave from a ridge is assumed to be proportional to the 
incident wave on the ridge with the proportionality factor B being a function of the ridge 
height h and the frequency/. Note that B would also depend on the angle of illumination, 
since a plane wave incident on a curved interface would attack each ridge at a different angle. 
p' (0, t) = </>(r sin 0, r cos 0 + d-r,t),  (55) 
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For simplicity, we have neglected that variation. Hence the directly backscaltered wave, 
evaluated on the incident plane z = 0, from the ridge at 0= 0j is 
0 p t  - •  
r c o s 0 i  + d - r  (56) 
where the superscript d denotes the directly backscattered wave. 
Similarly, on the interface, we assume that the Scholte wave at the ridge at 0= 0S  
generated by the ridge at 0= 0 is 
0 , t  -
0 : , t ~  h 
'&A y 
(57) 
Scholte waves from all ridges, arriving at the ridge at 0 = 0j, are given by the following 
expressions: 
i < ]  
i>J 
0 t , t -
0,,t  -
{ e . - s j  
(58a) 
(58b) 
The total scattered fields, evaluated on the incident plane, from the ridge at 0 = 0j is 
SF(ej,l)=£M>,/)S,(A,/)p 
<< j  
+  ^ ? M _ ( h , f ) S _ ( h , f ) p  




0nt  ~ 
r(<9,. - 0 j )  r c o s 0 ,  +  d  -j 
+ P k ' f )  
(59) 
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The output signal of the transducer due to the incident delta function pulse of Eq. (55) is 
assumed to be 
r,(f)~ (60)) 
j  
The output signal due to a incident pulse/(r) of finite duration is given by Eq. (46). 
In the simplified model, there are five adjustable parameters, i.e., B, S+, S., M+, M.. We 
define 
G , ( h , f ) = S t ( h , f ) M t ( h , f )  
G.(h,f) = S . ( h , f ) M . ( h ,fY 
Assume 
G+ (A,/) = G_(A,jf) = G(A,/) (62) 
and B and G are given by Eq. (51) with a, b, c, m, and n being the same as that for normal 
incidence on flat interfaces, i.e., the values in Eq. (52). 
Figure 28 shows a few examples of predicted signals for normal incidence on curved 
water-aluminum interfaces. The transducer, the reference signal, and the water path are the 
same as that used in the calculations for Fig. 25. The curved interfaces are concave, with 
results for a flat water-aluminum interface being compared to those for radii of curvatures of 
2.54 cm and 10.16 cm. Figures 28(a) and 28(b) show the results for A = 250 pan, h = 20 pan. 
Figures 28(c) and 28(d) show the results for A = 350 pan, h = 35 pan. Figures 28(e) and 
28(f) show the results for A = 479 pan, h = 47 pan. The curvature acts to decrease both the 
specular reflection and the roughness-induced noise as expected, since the conditions for 
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FIG. 28. Influence of curvature on roughness induced noise for normal incidence on water-aluminum 
interfaces, (a), (b) A = 250 jum, h = 20 /zz«. (c), (d) A = 350 fjm, h = 35 /jm. (e), (f) A = 479 /jm, h 
= 47 /4M. 
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PRACTICAL IMPLICATIONS FOR FLAW DETECTION AND MATERIALS 
CHARACTERIZATION 
In flaw detection with pulse/echo immersion inspections, surface roughness induced 
noise can obscure the signals from flaws, particularly when they are close to the surface. 
Therefore, the noise places a fundamental limitation on the ability to detect flaws, as 
quantified by the Probability of Detection (POD). In materials characterization studies, noise 
backscattered from microstructure can be used to characterize that microstructure. 
Roughness noise can also interfere with this ability. 
The models presented in this paper provide an engineering tool to help avoid or control 
roughness induced noise in industrial nondestructive testing. For example, the noise will 
mainly occur at a frequency given by Eq. (6) and Eq. (9) for normal incidence and oblique 
incidence, respectively. This indicates that the frequency is determined by the periodicity of 
surface grooves. By changing the distance between surface grooves, one can move the noise 
frequency to the edge or totally outside of the bandwidth of the transducer so that the surface 
noise can be minimized or removed. 
The models could also be used to develop practical guidelines for acceptable surface 
condition for various inspection problems. The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in a particular 
flaw inspection is generally a function of properties of flaw, probe, host medium, and entry 
surface. For a given flaw, probe, host medium, and minimum acceptable SNR, one can use 
the models to find maximum acceptable magnitude of surface roughness for a certain 
periodicity of surface grooves. This information can guide the surface preparation of 
components of interest. 
CONCLUSIONS 
Based on Auld's electromechanical reciprocity relation, the angular spectrum of plane 
waves approach, and the plane wave scattering theory of Claeys et al, a rigorous two-
dimensional model is presented to predict backscattered noise from a periodic fluid-solid 
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surface in an ultrasonic pulse/echo immersion test. The predicted time domain noise signals 
are compared to measurements made with a circular transducer. The comparison between 
the theory and the experiment shows good agreement except for cases in the very near fields. 
It should be noted that this method is limited to flat interfaces with small surface roughness. 
A simplified engineering model is then developed that contains some adjustable parameters. 
The simplified model agrees well with the rigorous model after the adjustable parameters arc 
calibrated by the rigorous model. Unlike the rigorous theory, the simplified model can treat 
curved surfaces. Computationally, the simplified theory is three orders faster than the 
rigorous theory. These two theories could be used to develop practical guidelines to industry 
for the specification of acceptable tolerances of surface condition for various inspection 
problems. 
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APPENDIX. THEORY FOR PLANE WAVE ILLUMINATION ON A RIGID 
INTERFACE 
The plane wave scattering problem is shown in Fig. A.l. The problem is assumed to be 
independent of the y coordinate. The fluid-solid interface is given by z = fix) with /(.v+/lj = 
]{x), where A is the spatial periodicity of the rough surface. Let the velocity potential of the 
incident plane wave be 
p, = . (Al) 
When considering time harmonic fields, the time dependence factor exp(-icot) will be 




FIG. A.l. Configuration of the plane wave scattering problem on a rigid boundary. 
are represented by their velocity potentials (p r{x,z), which satisfy the wave equation 
(A2) 
where vr is the wave propagation speed in the fluid, and ft) is the angular frequency. (pr must 
also satisfy boundary conditions on z = i.e., normal component of the particle velocity 
equal to zero. This implies 
Ik" " k ' (A3) 
Again, one can represent the desired potentials by infinite series, i.e., 
i ( k , x+K r l z )  (A4) 
with ki given by the diffraction grating formula 




Substitution of Eq. (A4) into Eq. (A3) yields 
(A7) 
By truncating the infinite series of Eq. (A7) to a finite sum and equating the Fourier 
coefficients of periodic boundary conditions, one can obtain a system of simultaneous linear 
equations. Solving this system of linear equations gives Ar;. Once we have the solutions of 
individual plane waves, we can use the approaches described in this paper to obtain the time 
domain response of finite beams. 
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GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 
In this dissertation, two important problems in ultrasonic nondestructive evaluation have 
been studied, both experimentally and theoretically. The first problem deals with the 
interaction of ultrasound and material microstructure, and the second deals with the effects of 
surface geometry on ultrasonic propagation and flaw detection. 
The experimental results in the first chapter show that the microstructure of 
polycrystalline metals influence ultrasonic attenuation and backscattering quite differently. 
For a material with highly elongated grains, attenuation is basically isotropic, at least for the 
range of parameters examined in this work. However, backscattering measurements show a 
very high anisotropy as expected and the backscattering is the greatest when the wave 
propagates in the direction for which the grains present the largest cross-section to the beam. 
Theoretical calculations of attenuation and backscattering using two existing theories agree 
reasonably well with the experiment. We have also extended the backscattering theory of 
longitudinal waves to calculate the backscattering of transverse waves, and the theoretical 
results again agree well with the measurements. Three approaches were then proposed to 
simultaneously determine grain size and shape. One is based on a measurement of the 
attenuation and backscattering for waves propagating col linearly in a sample with parallel 
surfaces. The second is based on measuring longitudinal backscattering from three 
orthogonal directions. The third is based on backscattering measurements for multiple waves 
excited from a single surface. Each approach gave a reasonably accurate estimate of grain 
size and shape, but the third approach is more practical. In the future, it is desirable to 
include texture in the calculations of attenuation and backscattering. 
In the second chapter, we demonstrated the detailed use of ultrasonic models to optimize 
ultrasonic inspections of cylindrical steel bar stock. Three models were discussed: a Gauss-
Hermite beam model, a flaw signal model based on the Born approximation, and a 
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microstructural noise model based on the single-scattering hypothesis. An example of 
integrated use of these models was presented, detailing the effects of cylindrical surfaces on 
transducer sound fields and flaw detectability. It was found that the defocusing effect of the 
cylindrical surface generally causes a reduction in our ability to detect small interior defects. 
The probe optimization approach presented can be used to improve flaw imaging resolution 
and inspectability. The procedures of analyzing signal-to-noise ratios outlined in this paper 
provide a method for estimating the minimum detectable stringer diameter, as a function of 
the microstructural noise level. In future work, it should be possible to relate the minimum 
detectable diameter directly to grain size. 
In the third chapter, we developed two models that can be used to predict time-domain 
noise induced by periodically rough surfaces in an ultrasonic pulse/echo immersion 
inspection. The first model is an exact two-dimensional result, but the predicted time domain 
noise signals can be directly compared to three-dimensional measurements made with a 
circular transducer. The comparison between the theory and the experiment shows good 
agreement except for cases in the very near fields. The model is computationally intensive 
and the technique utilized only applies to flat surfaces. However, it has helped us identify 
that the Scholte surface wave is the main source of roughness-induced noise. This gave us 
insights to formulate a much simpler model that contains some adjustable parameters. We 
then used the first model to calibrate these parameters by fitting the results of the second 
model to that of the first model. The second model runs much faster and is applicable to 
curved rough surfaces. The models could be used to develop practical guidelines to industry 
for the specification of acceptable tolerances of surface condition for various inspection 
problems. 
Finally, for clarity, we would like to summarize the major contributions made by the 
studies in this dissertation, including differentiating the theories that were developed by the 
author from those that were used but had been developed by other investigators. The 
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attenuation theory and the longitudinal wave backscattering theory used in Chapter 1 were 
developed by other researchers. We derived the formulae for the backscattering of transverse 
waves, following the same methodology used in the derivation of the longitudinal wave 
backscattering theory. We also developed the inverse model to simultaneously determine 
grain size and shape for polycrystalline aluminum based on the forward models of 
attenuation and backscattering. The Gauss-Hermite beam model, the Born flaw signal 
model, and the microstructural response model used in Chapter 2 were developed by other 
researchers. We demonstrated an integrated use of these three models for inspection 
optimization. In Chapter 3, we developed a rigorous theory and a simplified engineering 
model that can predict time-domain signals when a transducer illuminates a periodically 
rough fluid-solid interface. To the authors' knowledge, these are the first theories that can 
perform this kind of analysis. The rigorous theory was developed by integrating three 
existing theories: the theory for the scattering of a plane wave from a periodically rough 
fluid-solid interface, the angular spectrum of plane waves approach, and the Auld's 
electromechanical reciprocity relation. 
